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ABSTRACT

Three different formulations of web offset black print
ing inks of different shortness were studied in a Couette 
viscometer at 40.00 ± .025°C to establish a rheological
correlation with shortness. The experimental range of shear

2stress was from 200 to 2500 dynes/cm and the range of shear 
rates was from 0.5 to 60 sec”^. Shear rates were computed 
according to the Krieger equation.

The experimental data could be correlated with the 
Casson equation with the Bingham plastic equation being an 
adequate approximation over limited ranges of shear rate.

The yield stress could be correlated with shortness.
The ratio of the yield stress term divided by the viscosity 
term in either of the Casson or Bingham models was not cor- 
relatable with shortness.

Ill
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NOMENCLATURE

2g = gravitational acceleration in cm/sec
k = parameter in power law equation
Lg = length of bob in cm
N = dlnQ/dlnx
N* = dN/dlnx
n = 1/N
Rg = bob■radius in cm
R^ = cup radius in cm
r = radius

s = Rg/RB
T = temperature in °C
TK ' = temperature in °K
V = strip chart recorder reading
V  = velocity in cm/sec
w = width of liquid film on vertical plate in cm
z = Zettlemoyer ratio, in sec”^
zc = modified Zettlemoyer ratio, in sec”^
x,y,z = cartesian coordinates
r,0,z = cylindrical coordinates

"“1A  = shear rate in sec
u = Newtonian viscosity in noise

xii
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= plastic viscosity in poise
y Qg = viscosity at infinite shear in poise

2T = shear stress in dynes/cm
2Tg = shear stress at bob surface in dynes/cm

2T = shear stress at cup wall in dynes/cm
2Ty = yield stress in dynes/cm

2Tq = apparent Bingham yield stress in dynes/cm
2T = Casson yield stress in dynes/cm

xiii
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INTRODUCTION

A printing ink is a complex colloidal system of pigment 
particles, a binder resin and a fluid carrier or vehicle.
The vehicle may consist of varnishes, oils, solvents or 
various combinations of these. In addition, an ink usually 
contains a number of surfactants and other additives. The 
function of the surfactant is to reduce the surface tension 
at the pigment-vehicle interface to aid in the wetting of 
the pigment.

The pigment is usually present in the form of aggre
gates and flocculates. These are classified as primary or 
secondary based upon the force necessary to disintegrate 
them. The important rheological units are the primary 
aggregates synonymously referred to as "particles" [1]» The 
secondary flocculates formed by the particles are referred 
to as "structure." The forces involved are weak and the 
structures are often readily broken by mechanical forces 
such as shear. Thixotropy and yield stress in printing inks 
are usually ascribed to this phenomenon [2].

In web-offset black printing inks, used in this study, 
the pigment is carbon black at high volume concentration.
The term "web" indicates that the substrate passes contin
uously through the printing press. The
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vehicle Is a mixture of oils, solvents, varnishes and addi
tives. The composition of the vehicle may vary from formu
lation to formulation and from manufacturer to manufacturer 
and is usually proprietory.

Offset printing is an adaptation of the principles of 
lithography to printing from curved metal surfaces. The 
image to be printed is photochemically impressed upon a thin 
metal sheet which is curved around a cylinder. The ink is 
carried to the etched metal plate from a fountain by a train 
of rotating cylinders in contact with each other. The ink 
is then transferred from the etched metal surface to a 
revolving cylinder covered with a rubber blanket and trans
ferred from the blanket to the sheet which is to be printed.

The manufacturing process of these inks consists of 
breaking down the pigment into its primary aggregates and 
dispersing these homogeneously into the vehicle to produce 
the paste. In large scale operations this is commonly done 
in the following manner.

The secondary aggregates are mixed into the vehicle 
with a high speed mixer in a batch operation to produce a 
concentrated slurry called the "premix." The premix is then 
dispersed in a sandmill or shotmill - a vessel of agitated 
hard particles such as steel shot, Ottawa sand, porcelain 
beads or glass beads. Further handling of the resultant 
pa5:e may include pumping, filtration, and blsndon^.
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geometry and operation of the process equipment is important 
and a knowledge of the flow properties of both the premixed 
slurry and the finished ink is essential for their optimum 
design.

The flow properties of offset inks play an even more 
important role in the printing process. For this reason, 
the rheology of printing inks and its relation to press per
formance has been the subject of many investigations, notably 
those of Green [2], Zettlemoyer [3], and recently Rested [4]. 
However, in the ink industry, rheological quality control 
continues to be subjective as all the various equations and 
theories of ink rheologists have yet to challenge the sen
sitive finger-tips of the experienced inkman.

The inkman recognizes three important flow parameters 
for the prediction of press performance. These are tack, 
length and consistency.

Tack, or stickiness, is a relative measurement of the 
cohesion of an ink film which is responsible for its resist
ance to splitting between two rapidly separating surfaces.

Length is a property of an ink that is identified with 
ready flow at low shear. Long inks have a good flow in the 
ink fountain. Another term, more often used to describe 
low shear flow, is shortness. It is the opposite of length 
and is characterized by lack of flow at low shear. It 
should be noted thut a very viscous substance is no:
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necessarily short because it will flow at very low shear, 
however slowly. Butter and ketchup are examples of short 
fluids. Milk and honey are examples of long fluids.

The consistency of an ink is described as being either 
soft or stiff. A soft ink is one in which a spatula can be 
moved with relatively less effort. The analogy between 
consistency and the classical concepts of viscosity is con
sistent with visual observation.

In modern high speed offset presses, an optimum rheo
logical formulation of printing inks is essential. Some 
common printing problems, related to the rheological proper
ties of the ink are picking, poor trapping, failure of the 
ink to follow the fountain properly and flying.

Picking: This difficulty is seen in a roughening of
the printed surface or the appearance of white specks in the 
solid area. In extreme cases, the paper surface may actually 
become torn. This is due to excessive tack for the given 
press speed and type of paper. The tack of the ink must be 
matched to the speed of the press and the softness of the 
substrate. For example, newsprint is soft and therefore, 
to print even at moderate speeds by modern standards, a low 
tack ink must be employed.

Poor trapping: Trapping is the superimposition of
colors in wet multicolor printing. To obtain proper trap
ping, the first down colors must be tackier than the sub
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sequent colors so that the ink on the paper helps pull ink 
off the plate. Poor trapping results when this does not 
occur.

Ink not following the fountain: Difficulty in holding
color, a tendency to run light, streaky or uneven print may 
be due to improper.ink shortness. An ink that is too short 
will not flow in the fountain as shown in Figure 1. It will 
not level out and follow the roller properly. As a result, 
the fountain roller does not carry sufficient ink to the 
roller system. A short ink is more often inclined to hold 
back in the ink duct than a long flowing ink.

Flying or misting: The term ’flying’ is used when par
ticles of ink are thrown out from the press into the air.
This occurs usually on high-speed presses due to insufficient 
shortness. Flying is classified into two types. In one 
case, the ink particles are extremely small and cover every
thing in the pressroom with a fine layer of ink. In the 
second case, the ink is actually thrown off in large lumps 
by centrifugal force from the fountain roller. If the roller 
settings are correct, then the blame lies on the ink being 
too long. The remedy is to shorten the ink.

According to Posted [4], ’’the development of printing 
ink manufacturing is from craft to industry.’’ The precise 
reproducibility of the properties of the product from batch 
to batch is important. It is therefore desirable to mere
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Proper flow to fountain roller

Ink not following the fountain roller

Figure 1. Hold-Back of Short Ink (after Rosted [4])
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these properties measurable so that they can be described 
in terms of numbers. By realizing these facts, progressive 
printing ink manufacturers have concentrated on the develop
ment of the necessary techniques of measurement to describe 
the properties of inks quantitatively. This investigation 
is a part of this endeavor. The property to be studied is 
the shortness in web-offset black printing inks, also called 
"glop" by Bates [5]. The approach is to measure the rheo
logical characteristics of three different web-offset black 
formulations of different shortness. The goal of this study 
is to find a rheological parameter that can be used to 
describe "glop". Expressed in another manner, the goal of 
this investigation is to make shortness measurable.

The flow characteristics of a fluid may be described 
with a rheogram. The shear rate is plotted against shear 
stress in rectangular coordinates and a curve is obtained.
An analytical description of the fluid may be obtained by 
fitting the curve with an equation whose parameters may be 
interpreted in physical terms. Figure 2 depicts the shape 
of rheograms of various types of fluids including a typical 
printing ink.

It should be noted from Figure 2 that printing inks 
exhibit a yield stress and in that respect, can be likened
to the simplest of fluids that have a yield stress - the 
Bingham plastic fluid. An ideal Bingham plastic flow curve
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C

shear s tress
1. Newtonian
2. Power law pseudoplastic
3. Ideal Bingham plastic
4. Real Bingham plastic
5. Typical printing Ink

Figure 2. Rheograms of Various Fluids
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can be represented by the equation

where Is the Bingham yield stress and Is called the 
plastic viscosity. Green [6] has described printing Inks 
as "thlxotroplc Bingham bodies." At equilibrium stresses, 
the flow curve Is approximated by that of a Bingham body. 
Inks are thlxotroplc In that a finite time elapses before 
an equilibrium stress Is reached. In the quiescent state, 
the Ink builds up structure and therefore, the Initial 
stress at a given shear rate Is much higher than the equilib
rium value. If the Ink Is being sheared at a given rate and 
the shear rate Is suddenly Increased, the corresponding 
stress will not Immediately reach an equilibrium value as In 
a time-independent Bingham body. It will reach a higher 
value and then decay to the equilibrium stress.

The flow curve for a typical printing Ink shown In 
Figure 2 Is not accurately represented by the Bingham plas
tic line. It curves towards the origin severely near the 
stress axis. This has been ascribed to plug flow [7].
Plug flow Is discussed In greater detail In a later section. 
In general, the flow curve of a printing Ink does not 
straighten out, as In a Bingham body with plug flow, but 
continues to be curved, though slightly, even at high shear. 
During recent years several equations have been proposed 
that will define the curve more rigorously. One such
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equation, that usually fits the data well. Is the Casson 
equation [8]

<2,

where Is the Casson yield stress and p ̂  Is the "viscos
ity at Infinite shear." It has found widespread acceptance 
because It usually gives a good fit and has only two param
eters that are physically meaningful.

It has been speculated that shortness Is a function of 
yield stress [9]. Zettlemoyer suggested that a more accurate 
measure of shortness Is the ratio T^/p^ = Z, the Zettlemoyer 
number [4]. Rosted [4] has Investigated" shortness experi
mentally and claims good correlation of Z with shortness.
However, his experimental shear stress range was quite

2narrow, between 301 and 332 dyne/cm , and the need for fur
ther experimental work In this field has resulted in this 
Investigation.
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THEORY

A, Plastic Flow and Shortness
A plastic material Is one In which the properties of 

viscosity and elasticity may be manifested simultaneously 
but In different portions of the body being sheared [10].. 
The portion In which the shear stress exceeds the yield 
stress behaves as a viscous liquid. The portion In which 
the yield stress Is not exceeded does not experience a rate 
of shear but merely an elastic deformation and behaves as a 
solid plug. This concept of plasticity may be used as a 
rheological explanation of the phenomenon In printing Inks 
known as shortness.

The concept of shortness Is a qualitative one. A short 
Ink Is characterized by lack of flow at small shear stresses 
When a few grams of the fluid are held at the tip of a 
spatula, the stress generated due to the weight of the Ink 
may not be sufficient to cause flow. In such a case, the 
Ink will not drip from the spatula but will stay there 
Indefinitely as a "glop." This could not be done with a 
long fluid such as honey.

An experiment commonly used In the Ink Industry to 
determine relative degrees of shortness between two Inks, 
is to allow specified quantities of the two inks, usually a
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few grams, to flow down a vertical plate. Typically, the 
Ink flows rapidly at first but the flow ceases or becomes 
Imperceptibly slow within several minutes. The Ink that 
traverses the shorter distance Is considered shorter.

B. Flow of a Plastic Substance Down a Vertical Plate
Consider a layer of plastic fluid of thickness w spread

on a vertical surface as shown In Figure 3. Flow of such a
layer In gravity has been considered by Fredrickson [10].

Given the coordinate system as defined In Figure 3 and 
assuming that flow occurs only In the Z direction, the equa
tion of motion can be written [11]\

9v 9v 9v 9v
^  a f  ^ a f )

- - E  - * '«z- <3>
In Equation 3, P Is the fluid density, v , v , v are veloclt-X y z
les In the x, y , and z directions, P Is pressure, t Is time, 
and g^ Is the component of the gravitational acceleration In 
the z direction. Since z was defined In the direction of 
gravity, g^ = g. As In open channel flow there can be no 
pressure gradients In the direction of flow. At steady
state 9v /9t and 9v^/9z are zero. Neglecting v , v ,z . z X y yz
and the normal stress x Equation 3 simplifies to

- d #  = PS-
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s t re s s
d is tr ibu t ion

aminar f low

ve lo c i ty
d is tr ibu tion

plug f low

g ra v i ty

Figure 3. Plastic Flow Down a 
Fredrickson [10]).

Vertical Plate (after
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The stress distribution is linear over x as shown graphically 
in Figure 3* Integration of Equation 4 yields

T̂ xz = Pgx + c^ (5) '

where c^ is the constant of integration. The constant of 
integration, evaluated by imposing the boundary condition 
that the stress is zero at x = w, is

= -pgw. (6)

Substitution of this value for c^ into Equation 5 yields
T x z  = - P g ( w - x ) ,  (7)

The stress is maximum at the wall (x = 0), where it is equal
to -pgw and its magnitude decreases linearly across the film
to zero at the''surface.

A plastic substance, such as a Bingham plastic or a
Casson fluid possesses a yield value. The material will not
flow unless the magnitude of the shear stress exceeds some
critical value, t  . If the magnitude of t  „ is less thanY xz
Ty, the material acts as an elastic solid and does not
exhibit flow. If the magnitude of t  is greater than t  ,xz j
the material will flow as a viscous liquid. Thus the con
dition of flow is

[pS(w-x)]Max > Ty. (8)

It has already been shown that the maximum shear stress is 
pgw. Thus Inequality 8 becomes

w > —^ . ( 9 )
PO'
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The plastic film will exhibit flow only if the film thick
ness exceeds Xy/pg. If w is less than Xy/pg, the absolute 
value of the maximum shear stress is less than the yield 
stress and no flow occurs. It therefore follows that the 
maximum film thickness that can be maintained without flow, 

^Max’ given by

"Max (10)

The. maximum film width is directly proportional to the yield 
stress. Of the two fluids having the same density, the one 
with the higher yield stress will maintain a thicker station
ary film on a vertical plate.

When w is''greater than w^^^, the shear stress will be 
greater than the yield stress in a layer of fluid next to 
the plate from x = 0 to some distance Xy determined by the 
magnitude of x^^. In this layer the fluid will be in lam
inar flow while the layer of fluid from x = Xy to x = w will 
move as a plug with the same velocity as the local velocity 
at Xy (see Figure 3). When a limited quantity of 
plastic fluid is allowed to run down a vertical plate, as in 
the ink shortness experiment, the film thickness will 
decrease as the fluid spreads itself over larger and larger 
areas (see Plate 1). When the film thickness reaches the 
limiting value of w^^^, flow will cease. If identical 
quantities of two fluids having the same density but different
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*l AVNt *l AVN

sa»

start Flow After 5 Minutes

Plate 1. Flow Down a Vertical Plate. The Ink on the 
Right Is Shorter.
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yield stresses are allowed to flow down the vertical plate, 
the one with the higher yield stress will be able to form a 
thicker stationary film and therefore will traverse the 
shorter distance. It Is therefore proposed that shortness 
In printing Inks Is at least partially explainable In terms 
of yield stress.

C . Shear Rate In a Couette Viscometer
Consider a concentric cylinder viscometer with an Inner 

cylinder of radius Rg and length Lg and an outer cylinder of 
radius R^. It Is desired to find an expression for the 
velocity gradient In the annulus at the bob surface In terms 
of 0 , the angular velocity of the bob.

The 9-component of the equation of mass and momentum 
conservation In cylindrical coordinates Is [12]

3Vq 3Vq Vq 9Vq Vq 9Vq

1 3P 1 3  , 2^ 1 3^80
r

9Xq_
- -3#^ + P8e (11)

where r, 9, and z are the components of the cylindrical coor
dinates .

Neglecting end effects and normal stresses, v , v^,
Tqq and Tq^ can be put to zero. At steady state, 9Vg/9t = 0,
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For cylindrical symmetry 3Vq/30 = 0. Since there are no 
pressure gradients in the ©-direction 3P/39 = 0 and if the 
two cylinders are vertical, gg = 0. Equation 11 simplifies 
to

r
Integration of Equation 12 gives

(13)

where c^ is a constant of Integration. It Is readily eval
uated by setting the boundary condition that at r = Rg, t^q 
Is some measured quantity Xg, the shear stress at the bob 
surface. Equation 13 can then be written as

Tpe = ■̂ B • (14)
In cylindrical coordinates, the velocity gradient In 

the r9-dlrectlon, ^ r ^ .  Is given by [13] 
a Vq n 3v

- r 3? (p-) + F âê" - (15)

Setting = 0 and w = V g / r ,  Equation 15 can be written as

= - If • (16)
At this point It Is advantageous to rewrite Equation 12 as 

d ^  + 2r = 0 . (17)

Dividing Equation 17 by r and solving for r/dr gives

5F = - ^ • (16)
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Substitution of this expression for r/dr into Equation I6 
yields

dw = - §- (19)

If the outer cylinder Is stationary and Ü Is the angular 
velocity of the bob. Equation 19 can be Integrated to give

« = t / ( ^ ) d  T (20)

where Is the shear stress at the cup wall. Equation l4
can be used to evaluate by setting and r = R .c r© c c

= s " 2  T g  (21)

where s Is the,, ratio of radii R^/Rg. Dropping the r9 sub
scripts for simplicity and substituting for x^. Equation 20
can be written

n = 4  / . ($)dT. (22)

Equation 22 can be Integrated directly only If an expression 
Is available relating A  to x. Given A  = f(x), the Integrand 
can be written In terms of x alone and Integrated. It Is 
thus possible to obtain an equation relating the angular 
velocity of the bob to A^, the shear rate at the bob surface. 
This Is the desired result. The function f(x) can take 
various forms depending upon the rheologlcal behavior of the 
fluid. Some examples are given below:
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(a) Newtonian Fluid
(1) Rheologlcal equation

f(T) = ^ (23)

(2) Integrand of Equation 22 in terms of t

1 dT« = I  ^  (2U

(3) Integrated form

^ ^  [1-s^] (25)

(4) Relation between Ü a n dAg 

*  - 20 (26)
B 'l_s2

(b) Power Law Fluid
(1) Rheologlcal equation

f ( T )  = (27)
(2) Integrand of Equation 22 In terms of t

Tg
= i  /. k T ^ ” ^ d T  (28)

(3) Integrated form

« = I t V  (29)
(4) Relation between Q and A^ 

A _ 2nO
G l_=2n (30)
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(c) Bingham Plastic Fluid
(1) Rheologlcal equation

f(T) = (31)

(2) Integrand of Equation 22 In terms of t

1 '̂ B t-t
« = 1 £2 (32)S Tg O

(3) Integrated form

Q = 2̂  Tg (l-s“^) -zlns (33)

where z =

(4) Relation between ^ a n d
\

A „  = — — 5- [0 + z lns]-z (34)
® l-s-2

(d) Casson Fluid
(1) Rheologlcal equation

f(T) = ^  1/2^2 (35)
K 00 V

(2) Integrand of Equation 22 In terms of t

(xl/2-r 1/2)2
Ü  = j —  f ----------------   d T  (36)

00 _2
" ^B

(3) Integrated form
1/2Let u = T . Then dx = 2u du and the Integrand

can be written
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1 ^Bob n ,g T„
fi = —  / (u - 2T 1/2 + ^ ) d u  (37)

""cup
Equation 37 Is readily Integrated to give

0 = T3(1-s-2)-2 Tgl/2Ty//2(l-s-2)

+ Tygln s] (38)

(4) Relation between fi and

T 1 /2
= [-^ \ / 2  (1-s + (P=Tyc(l-s"^)^ + 2Ty^(l-s 2)

^ 00

+ Tygln s - p^fi)l/2/u^(i-s"2)]2 (39)
\

In general, when a fluid of unknown rheologlcal proper
ties Is to be Investigated, the function f(x) Is not known.
In fact. It Is frequently the goal of the Investigation.
The researcher thus faces an apparent dilemma. The data Is 
In the form of tabulated values of t as a function of To 
obtain f(x), the desired result, a relationship between Ü 
and A  Is necessary. This relationship can only be obtained 
by Integrating Equation 22; but Equation 22 can be Integrated 
only If f(x) Is known.

This difficulty has been avoided by the treatment of 
Krleger [l4]. An examination of Equation 22 shows that It 
Involves three variables: Q, x, and A  . Experimental data
yields
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T = p(ü) (40)
where p(0) may be some empirical correlation of the data 
possibly using a polynomial regression technique to deter
mine the correlation. Thus for any given value of 
Equations 22 and 40 provide two equations In two unknowns 
and the system Is mathematically defined. Combining Equa
tions 22 and 40 results In

^ A  »0 = / P (41)

Equation 4l Is a relationship between Q and A, It Is now 
necessary to render Equation 4l explicit In A . This has
been done by Krleger and the result Is presented below [l4].

\

^  B “ -— OH [1 + h(2N In s).] (H2)® 1-S-2N n 2
where = shear rate at the bob surface

N = d In Ü/Ù. In Tg
= dN/d In Tg 

h(x) = x(e^(x-2)+x+2)/(2(e^-l)^)*
The regression equation, p(0), can be used to evaluate N and 
N ’ and Equation 42 can then be utilized to compute shear 
rates at a given angular velocity of the bob. In his paper,
Krleger points out an Interesting property of Equation 42.
Although Its derivation Is Independent of any rheologlcal 
model, a comparison with Equation 30 shows that It Is essen
tially the power law equation plus a correction involving a
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derivative of N. For a power law fluid, N Is a constant and 
Is zero and Equation 42 reduces to Equation 30. For 

other fluids, the correction term,

COR = ^  h(2N In s) (1(3)
N

Is small [14].

D. Plug Flow of a Bingham Body In a Couette Viscometer
Figure 4 depicts plctorlally what takes place when a

vlscoplastlc■substance, such as a. Bingham plastic. Is sheared
In a Couette viscometer [7]. In (A), the maximum shear
stress In the annulus. I.e., the stress at the bob surface,
Tg has not exceeded the yield stress x . Stresses less ” y
than Xy at the bob surface cannot cause flow. The fluid
acts'as an elastic solid and deforms without flow for stresses
less than Xy. In (B) and (C), the stress at the bob surface

_ 2exceeds the yield stress by an amount less than XgCl-s" ).
The stress distribution In the annulus Is parabolic as shown 
by Equation l4.. The shear stress decreases with the square 
of the radius. Thus a section of the annulus, from Rg to 
some radius Rp, the stress Is above the yield stress and the 
fluid Is In laminar flow. At r > Rp, the stress Is less 
than the yield stress and this section of the annulus exists 
as a solid plug. For a given yield stress and Xg, the plug 
radius Rp Is readily evaluated using Equation l4
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S
T , < T y i :  <  T y  < -T.

B

am inaram inar

D

Figure 4. Plug and Laminar Regions in Couette Flow 
(after Brodkey [7]).
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Q.

Figure 5* Rheogram of a Bingham Plastic Showing Curvature 
in Region of Plug Flow (after Brodkey [7]).
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Rp = Rg (44)

2Equation 44 Is only good for < Tg < t^s for obvious
2physical reasons. When Tg is greater than t^s , the stress

at the cup wall exceeds the yield stress and the fluid in
the entire annulus-is in laminar flow. This is shown in
Figure 4(D). The transition from plug flow to laminar flow
causes the rheogram of a Bingham plastic fluid to be curved
near the stress axis [7]. This is shown in Figure 5. In
Figure 5, is the yield stress of the fluid. When Tg

2exceeds t^, the fluid begins to flow. Tg = s T^, is the 
stress at the bob when t^ exceeds the yield stress. Thus 
plug flow exists between t^ and Tg. When t^ exceeds T^ the 
shear stress is greater than the yield stress everywhere in 
the annulus and no plug flow can exist. The fluid is then 
in laminar flow. In this region the Bingham plastic rheo
gram is linear. Extrapolation of this linear portion of the 
rheogram intersects the stress axis at t^, the "apparent 
yield stress." 'The true yield stress, t^, can be related to 
T^ by setting Ü = 0  in Equation 34. This gives

^  [2 in s _ 1], (45)
"o l-s-2

Solving Equation 45 for t ^, the yield stress gives

= I ^2 • (^6)
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This gives
Tg = T^s^. (47)

The concepts of plug flow along with Equation 46 and 47 are 
useful in determining whether a fluid can be described as 
a Bingham plastic. A curvature near the stress axis should 
be expected. Prom the extrapolated value of and Xg
can be calculated by use of the above equations. If is 
greater than or equal to a measured shear stress or if curva
ture persists at stresses greater than Xg, then the curva
ture is not due to plug flow. Sthictly speaking, the Bingham 
plastic model would not be applicable.

In the "infinite sea" type viscometer, s is very large. 
For example, a bob of 1 cm radius rotating in a Jar of 10 cm 
radius has an s = 10. Thus by Equation 47, Xg = 100 x^.
This means that if a Bingham plastic is tested in this 
instrument, the flow curve will not become linear unless a 
stress of 100 times the yield stress is reached. Such a 
large stress range is rarely available and the resultant 
curved rheogram'is frequently misinterpreted.
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

A photograph of the experimental apparatus is presented 
in Plate 2. Figure 6 illustrates the functional relation
ships between the various pieces of equipment. Supply air 
at 100 psig is regulated to 20 psig. This drives the bob. 
in the Couette assembly at a specified rate and produces an 
air signal proportional to the resultant torque. A torque 
range of 0 - 7187 dyne cm produces an air signal of 0.34 to 
2.34 psig [15]. The air signal is transduced to an elec
trical signal of 7.25 to 39.5 mv DC. This is measured with \
a millivolt recorder and the measured voltage is related to 
the torque on the bob (see Appendix 2). Water at controlled 
temperature is pumped through a water jacket around the 
Couette assembly to maintain the ink at the temperature at 
which the torque measurements are to be made.

A detailed description of the various pieces of equip
ment shown in Figure 6 is as follows.

The air regulator is a Fairchild-Heller model 30 pres
sure regulator. The maximum supply pressure is 2 50 psig and 
the output range is 0-30 psig. The pressure gage used to 
measure the output pressure is a U.S. Gage model 12106-1 
pressure gage with a range of 0-30 psig in divisions of 1 
psig. The gage was calibrated by Brookfield Engineering
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Plate 2. Photograph of Experimental Apparatus.
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Laboratories of Stoughton, Massachusetts [15]. The regu
lator and gage along with the attached air filter were sup
plied by Brookfield.

The viscometer is a Brookfield model RVT Rheolog 
sensing head manufactured and distributed by Brookfield 
Laboratories of Stoughton, Massachusetts. A detailed dia
gram of the instrument, supplied by Brookfield, is presented 
in Figure 7. ■

A pneumatic motor, driven by 20 psig air, drives a 
shaft head through a clutch end gear train. By means of 
the clutch and gear train, the shaft head can be rotated at 
eight precise speeds: 1/2, 1 , 2 1/2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100
revolutions per minute. A coupling enables a viscometric 
measuring unit of desired size and geometry to be attached 
to the shaft head. In this case, the viscometric unit is 
the bob of the Couette assembly.

The attachment of the driving gear to the shaft head 
is via a precision beryllium spring [15]. A torque on the 
rotating shaft head causes an angular strain on the spring 
proportional to the applied torque. The spring strain dis-- 
places a flapper and causes the output air signal to change 
proportional to the spring strain. The operation of the 
flapper mechanism is proprietary [15]. When there is no 
torque, and no spring displacement, the output air signal is 
the no-load value of 0.3^ psig. The maximum spring strain
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H A N D L E

P I V O T  C U P
L U H I N U M  B L O C K

C O U P L I N G  N U T S

I N S U L A T I N G  C O V E R CHAMBER HOLDER
assembly

C N A H O E R  S E C U R I N G  K N O B

Figure 7. Diagram of Brookfield Viscometer (from 
Brookfield [I5 ]).
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of 270 degrees result In an output air signal of 2.3^ psig 
and corresponds to a torque of 7187 dyne-cm for the RVT 
spring used [15]. The spring Is factory calibrated and, 
along with the clutch, gear train and flapper mechanism. It 
Is sealed Inside a dustproof housing.

The Couette apparatus used Is a Brookfield model SC4- 
15/7 "small sample adapter" manufactured and distributed by 
Brookfield Engineering Laboratories. It Is designed for use 
with a Rheolog sensing head. A diagram of the cup and bob 
apparatus with dimensions appears. In Figure 8 and a photo
graph Is presented In Plate 3. It consists of a solid 
stainless steel bob of 0.4778 cm radius and a bob length of 
1.7 cm. The ends are conical as shown In the photograph.
The cup Is a stainless steel cylinder of 0.6350 cm radius.
It IS 5 cm long and has a conical bottom. The cup Is sur
rounded by a water jacket through which water at controlled 
temperature can be circulated. A rod and threaded coupling 
at one end of the bob allows It to be attached to the drive . 
shaft of the Rheolog. This causes the bob to be rotated at 
the same rate as the drive shaft.

The transducer is a Trans-Sonics pressure transducer, 
model 75-53M, manufactured by Trans Sonlcs Inc. of Burling
ton, Massachusetts. It Is designed for 0-5 psig pressure.
An Input air signal of 0.34 to 2.34 psig results In an out
put electrical signal of 7.25 to 39.5 mv DC. Voltage suoplg
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L

Lb

flu id level

%  = 0-4778 cm
Rc = 0-6350 cm 
L|g = 1-7 cm

Le = 5 cm

-w ater 
50 c c/sec

p-water jacket 
^  lOcc volume

Figure 8. Diagram of Couette Assembly.
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Plate 3. Photograph of Couette Assembly
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is 1.4 y DC from a mercury battery.
The millivolt recorder Is a Honeywell Electronlk 19 

precision strip chart recorder, model 7100B. There are 19 
discrete DC voltage spans from 0.1 mv full scale to 100 mv 
full scale. The chart paper Is 10 Inches wide with 10 
divisions per Inch. The chart speed can be varied from 10 
minutes per Inch to 1 second per Inch. The vender reports 
an accuracy of tO.2'5% of span.

A Haake temperature controller, model E51 Is used to 
maintain the desired temperature In the water bath. The 
water bath consists of one liter of water contained In a 
plexiglass vessel with a wall thickness of 1 cm. The water 
at controlled temperature Is circulated through a 10 cc 
volume water jacket around the Couette assembly. See Figure 
8. The rate of water circulation Is 50 cc/second via two 
1/4-ln. rubber tubes approximately 1 ft long.

The Haake E51 Is supplied by the Haake-Brabender Cor
poration of Rochelle Park, New Jersey. It consists of a 
5000 watt heating element, a temperature sensor, a magnetic 
switching device and a pump to circulate the water. The 
pump Is rated at 75 cc/sec. The vender reports an accuracy 
of ±.01°C for the temperature controller.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The system Is calibrated according to the procedures 
discussed In Appendix 2. All water, pneumatic and elec
trical connections are made as shown In Plate 1 and Figure 6 
In making a run on a given Ink sample, the following pro
cedure was observed.

(1) The bob Is detached from the drive shaft by 
unscrewing the coupling nut shown In Figure 7.

(2) The chamber securing knob Is unscrewed while
holding onto the chamber and the bob and cup are carefully

\removed from the chamber holding assembly (see Figure 7).
(3) Ink from the previous experiment Is removed from 

the cup with a microspatula and the cup and bob are thor
oughly cleaned using a suitable solvent such as acetone or 
MEK and tissue paper. Care must be taken In handling the 
bob so as not to bend the shaft.

(4) Once the cup Is clean and dry. It Is loaded with
approximately 5 cc of Ink. The cup Is held at a 45° angle
and the Ink Is placed on the edge allowing It to flow slowly
down the Inside wall. This Is necessary to avoid air 
bubble entrapment.

(5) After the chamber Is loaded, the spindle Is placed 
inside it. At this point the ink should be flush with the
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top of the chamber. The cup and bob assembly is mounted on
the holder using the chamber securing knob. The chamber
must be carefully guided Into the chamber holder recess from 
below. The chamber securing knob must be snug but not tight. 
Excessive tightening of this knob may cause the chamber to 
be tilted away from the vertical.

(6) A check on the bubble on the rheolog Is made to
Insure that the viscometer Is level. If the bubble Is off 
center, the viscometer should be leveled properly by adjust
ing the three leveling screws.

(7) The temperature controller Is turned on making sure 
the rubber tubing Is firmly attached to both nipples on the 
chamber jacket''and to the pump outlet. The temperature of 
the bath Is then adjusted to the desired value.

(8) The air valve Is turned on and the regulator Is
adjusted so that the air to the Rhealog Is 20 pslg;

(9) The 1.4 V mercury battery Is connected across the
transducer and transducer output leads are properly attached 
to strip chart recorder Input.

(10) The recorder Is set at 50 mv span and 5 minutes 
per Inch chart speed and turned on,

(11) The rpm selector Is turned to some arbitrary 
speed and the air valve on the Rhealog Is depressed to turn 
It on. Since the bob Is not attached the voltage output of 
the transducer corresponds to a no load or zero torque
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condition. The recorder should read zero. If It does not, 
the zero range knob Is adjusted to move the pen to the zero 
position.

(12) To check the maximum torque reading, the drive 
shaft Is held between two fingers to prevent Its free rota
tion. This causes_the spring to be strained to Its maximum 
strain of 270 degrees. The corresponding torque Is 7187 
dyne-cm. The recorder should read 66.5. Since there are 
100 divisions and the full scale voltage Is 50 mv, a reading 
of 66.5 corresponds to 33.25 mv.

(13) When the above conditions for no load and maximum 
load are satisfied, the viscometer Is turned off and the 
bob Is attached to the drive shaft.

(14) A minimum of 30 minutes Is allowed to elapse for 
temperature equilibrium to be established.

(15) The bob can be rotated at eight specified speeds. 
These are 1/2, 1 , 2  1/2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 revolutions 
per minute. To avoid possible bias, the sequence Is ran
domized. Three.random sequences are obtained by drawing 
cards from a shuffled deck of playing cards.

(16) The speed control knob on the Rheolog Is turned 
to the first rpm of the first sequence and the viscometer 
Is turned on. The torque rises to a maximum value,
and decays over a period of several minutes until It reaches 
a steady'value. The rpm and the corresponding steady stat:
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recorder reading are recorded. The recorder reading Is 
twice the millivolt output of the transducer. In this way
readings are obtained for the first sequence.

(17) The viscometer Is turned off and Ink Is allowed 
to rest for half an hour. Then step 16 Is repeated for the 
second sequence and then again for the third. The average
of the three readings are reported for each rpm.

Surface Effects
The following experiment was performed to Investigate 

the effect of the nature of the surface on Ink flow down a 
vertical plate. Seven cubic centimeters of Ink (sample #12 
formulation #3) were allowed to flow down various vertical 
surfaces. The surfaces were aluminum foil, wax paper, 
polyethylene sheet and glass. The experiments were per
formed at 70°F (room temperature) and the length of fall 
after 1 hour was recorded.
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RESULTS

Rheologlcal data on three different formulations of 
web offset black printing Inks were obtained In a Couette 
type viscometer. The Ink was sheared In the annulus 
between two concentric cylinders In relative tangential 
motion. The Inner cylinder, or bob, was rotated at one of 
eight specific speeds while the outer cylinder was station
ary. Viscous resistance to this motion by the Ink In the 
&nnulus resulted In a torque on the bob. The torque was 
measured with a calibrated beryllium spring. An "effective 
bob length" was used to account for end effects of the bob 
(see Appendix 2).

The printing Inks used were production line Inks manu
factured In high speed shotmllls by the Flint Ink Corpora
tion of Detroit, Michigan. Five samples taken from five 
different production batches were tested for each formula
tion. Information regarding shortness, or *glop', of these 
formulations, provided by Flint [5] Is as follows: formula
tion 1 Is much gloppler than either of formulations 2 and 3- 
Formulation 2 Is only slightly gloppler than formulation 3. 
The composition of formulations 2 and 3 Is almost Identical, 
The only difference Is that formulation 2 contains a higher 
percentage of a "gelling agent". Formulation 1 contains an
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additional gelling agent and a \% higher carbon loading.
All 15 samples were tested at 40°C. The temperature 

of 40°C was chosen because of the torque limitations of the 
measuring spring. At low temperatures a sufficient number 
of data points could not be obtained for the most viscous 
Inks (formulation 1). At high temperatures differences In 
torque readings were small for the least viscous Inks (for
mulation 3). In addition one sample of each of the three 
formulations was run at 30°C. These were sample #5 (formu
lation 1), sample #1 (formulation 2), and sample #12 (for
mulation 3). This was of Interest because rheologlcal 
testing of the Inks are performed by Flint Ink Corporation 
at 30°C using a Laray viscometer. A description of the 
Laray viscometer is given In Appendix 3. Sample #12 (for
mulation 3) was further tested at 20°C, 25°C, and 35°C so 
that temperature dependence of the rheologlcal properties 
of a sample Ink could be observed.

In taking data, the rpm sequence was randomized and 
readings at each rpm were taken In triplicate. The mean 
reading Is reported. The strip chart recorder reading Is 
related to the shear stress on the bob by the equation

Tg = 37.09*V (48)
where V Is the strip chart recorder reading. This Is shown 
In Appendix 2. Appendix 2 also shows the relationship 
between recorder reading and millivolt output of the trans
ducer. An Input voltage of 50 mv produces a recorder reading
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of 98.75 or V Is approximately twice the millivolts.
Shear rates were computed by the Krleger equation 

(Equation 42). A computer program was developed to take 
the Couette flow data, compute shear rates and shear 
stresses, and make a least squares fit to the Bingham 
plastic model (Equation 31) and the Casson model (Equation 
35). This program, called program KRIEGR, Is discussed In 
detail In Appendix 1. The derivatives N and N* In the 
Krleger equation were computed by fitting a third order 
polynomial to the data. Shear stresses were computed by 
Equation 48. The shear rate range was between 0.5 and 60 
sec"^. The shear stress range was between 200 and 2500 
dynes/cm .

The results of the data analysis by KRIEGR are pre
sented In Tables 1 through 21 and Figures 9(A,B,C) through 
29(A,B,C).

Each of the Tables 1 through 21 summarizes the results 
of the analysis for one set of data Identified by sample 
number and formulation number of the Ink and the tempera
ture In degrees Centigrade at which measurements were taken. 
The "regression equation" given at the top of the table Is 
the third order correlating polynomial used to fit the data 
so that the first and second derivatives, N and N', could 
be evaluated for shear rate computation. Explanations of 
some of the terms used In the tables are as follows.
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Y 
X
RPM

V

= In T B

N

NP
COR

TAU

TAUP

= In RPM
= rotational speed of the bob In revolutions per 

minute
= strip chart recorder reading. The numbers pre

sented here are the average of three runs 
_ dlnRPM

dlnxB
same as N In Equation 42

= N* In Equation 42
= "correction" term In Krleger equation (see 

Equation 43)
DELTA = shear rate at the bob surface computed by the 

Krleger equation (sec”^)
= experimentally determined shear stress at the

2bob surface In dynes/cm 
= shear stress computed by the polynomial regres- 

slon equation y = p(x) dynes/cm 
ERROR = TAU minus TAUP. The error In the estimating the

shear stress by p(x) In dynes/cm
SQRT(TAU) = square root of shear stress 
SQRT(DELTA) = square root of shear rate 
ZC = ratio of yield stress divided by viscosity at

Infinite shear In the Casson equation 
Z = ratio of yield stress to plastic viscosity In

the Bingham plastic equation 
Standard Error of Estimate = a relative measure of the
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goodness of fit. The number was computed by

2
^(^Computed ~ ^Observed^ 

Degrees of Freedom

The "Casson fit" Is obtained by a linear least squares 
fit to and . The "Bingham plastic fit linear por
tion of rheogram" Is obtained by a linear least squares fit 
to T and A excluding the first two points. The first two 
points are not considered because In all cases laminar flow 
Is not expected In this region. The figures marked "A" 
(9A-29A) are plots of the natural logarithm of the shear 
stress against the natural logarithm of the bob rpm. The 
circles denote experimental points and the line represents 
points computed by the polynomial regression equation 
y = p(x) given In the table preceding the figure. The fig
ures marked B (9B-29B) are rheograms with experimental 
points denoted by circles and the Bingham plastic curve by 
a line. The figures marked C (9C-29C) are also rheograms 
but the solid line denotes the locus of points computed by 
the Casson equation.
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Table 1

THF RFPRFSSI^M FOUATl^H IS + , 154*X + .0,1 4*X**2 + . .001*X**3

RPM V N NP COR DELTA TAU TAUP FRR9R ‘ -

0.5 23.0 7.4 -10. -.01 0. 79 9 53. , ... 947*1 V 5.9 V'. .
1.0 25.5 6. 5 - - —9. - * 02 1.3 7 9 46. . . 936. ... 9*9kV,.._
2. 5 29.0 5.4 -- 6. -.02 2.99 10 761 1093. - - 1 7*, TtTS'Üv
5.0 34.0 4.6 —5. -.02 5.11 1261. - 1256., : 4. 5'->Vv
10.0 40.0 4.0 -3. -.02 9. 14 1494. . 1476.y ... 7. AVif - .
20.0 49.0 3.5 -2. -.02 16.56 1^0. .1 779. -’. ■ 2.2

CASS9N FIT S0RTCTAI»=25. 92+SQRT(DELTA)*4.03
YIELD* 672. VISC9SITY AT INFINITE SHEAR* 1 6. 6 ZC* 40.35 - :
STANDARD ERR4R ^F ESTTMATF=23.6

BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT T̂  LINFAR PqRTIIN 4F RHFlGRAM.
APPARENT YIELD* 979. PLASTIC VISCOSITY* A9.9 . Z* 14.99 
STANDARD ERRlR î»F ESTIMATF * 54.5
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Figure 9A
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Figure 9B
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Table 2 o
SAMPLE#4 FORMULATION#* 40C

THE REGRESSION EQUATION IS Y=6.802 + .150*% ♦ . 019*X**2 + .002*X**3 ̂ =

RPM V N NP COR DELTA TAU -TAUP- ERROR

0. 5 24.0 7.9 -15. -.02 0.32 390. 33 5. • 4.3
1.0 26.0 6. 7 -11. -.02 1.39 964. 9 74. -9.9« *
2.5 30.3 5.3 - 7. -.03 2.33 1 142. 1133. - 4. 7 "'.'
5.0 35. 7 4. 4 - 5. -.03 ' . 4.91 1324. 1313. 10. 6
10.0 41.3 3.7 -3. -.02 3 . 63 1 550. 1553. - 7. 4
20. 0 51.0 3.2 -2. -.02 1 5. 61 1391. 1905. -13.3

CASSON FIT SQRT(TAU)*25.93+SQRT(DELTA)*4.51
YIELD* 675. VISCOSITY AT INFINITE SHEAR* 20.3 ZC» 33.21
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE=24.3

BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT TO LINFAR PORTION OF RHEOGRAM 
APPARENT YIELD* 1020. PLASTIC VISCOSITY* 57.1 Z* *3.f4 
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE * 42.9
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SAMPLE#4 F0RMULATI0N*1 40C

Figure lOA
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Table 3

SAMPUF#5 F<^RMIJLATI1N#1 ^OC

THE REGRESSIFS E8UATI9N IS  Y s f .8 7 9  ♦ .  I 73*X ♦ - . 0 0 1 * X * * 2  + . 0 0 5 *X * *3

RPM V N NP COR DELTA TAU - . TAUP .ERROR/'".

0 . 5 2 3 .5 5 .5 4 . • .0 1  . 0 .  61 8 72 . ' 8 60 . % ^ 1 U 5 * î*

1 .0 2 6 .3 5 .3 0 . .0 0 1 .2 6 9 75. 9 ' . 3 .  5>.’9.

2 .5 30 . 6 5 . 4 - 4 . — .01 2 .9 4 1135 . /  1 143. -8 .0 »

5 .0 3 5 .3 4 .8 - 5 . - . 0 2 5 .2 5 1309 . ' 1 3 0 8 .-  ' 0 .8  -

1 0 .0 4 1 .0 4 .1 - 4 . - . 0 3 9 .1 9 1 521 . 1530 . ' - 9 . 9  * .

2 0 . 0 50 . 7 3 .4 - 3 . - . 0 3 1 6 .0 7 1880 . 18 4 7. • ' - 3 3 .8

CASSON F IT SORTI TAU) * 2  6. 38 + SORTC D ELTA )*4 . 23

Y IE L D * 69 6 . VISCOSITY AT IN F IN IT E SHEAR* 1 7.9 ZC* 3 8 .9  6

STANDARD ERR9R 3F ESTIM ATE*1 0 .9

BINGHAM PLASTIC F IT  T3 LINFAR P5RTI3N 3F  RHF3GRAM 

APPARENT Y IE LD * 99 6 . PLASTIC V IS C 3S ITY * 5 5 .7  Z * 1 3 .6 6  

STANDARD ERR3R 3F FSTIMATE *  2 5 .6
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Table 4

SAMPLE#? F??RMIJLATI«1M#1* 40C

THE REGRESSION EQUATION IS Y=6.940 * .152*X + .009*X**2 + .004*X**0-^

RPM V N NP COR DELTA . TAir '• TAUP* ' ERROR* M

0. 5 25.3 6.9 — 0. -.00 0.73 933.*-». •- - 932. ». I ‘ * » 5. 9». '
1.0 27.9 6. 6 —5. -.01 1.40 . 10354' ». '• ■ 1 033k*-*. 1 ' 1. 6 «*4 1.
2. 5 32.3 5. 6 - 7. -.02 3.00 1193ki• L'. 1200k ‘ w2,o<- -
5.0 36.8 4.3 - -6. -.03 5.19 ‘ 1365.- . 1372k' •- -6.8*
10.0 43.6 3.9 —4. -.03 8.93 1 61 7. ‘ . 1610k' • 7.4' « ♦ '
20.0 52.3 3.2 -3. -.03 ' 15.% 1953. - 1954. - 4. 1 t '

CASSON FIT S0RT(TAU)*26.9 7+S0RT(DELTA>*4. 33
YIELD* 72 7. VISCOSITY AT INFINITE SHEAR* 19.2 EC's 37.8 7 *■'.*
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE* 7.0

BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT TO LINEAR PORTION OF RHEOfRAM « - 
APPARENT YIELD* 1040. PLASTIC VISCOSITY* 59.1 Z* 13.55-.‘ ‘- 
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 36.7
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Table 5

SAMPLE#» FORMULATION# I 40C

THE REGRESSION EQUATION IS  Y =6.9A 9 + .  M 9 *X  *  .0 3 3 * X * * 2  + - .0 0 / i * X * # 3  * <

RPM V N NP COR DELTA TAÛ . - TAUP - ERROR  ̂ •

G. 5 2 6 .0 1 0 .4 - 9  6 . - . 0 3 1 .0 6 9 64. . 9 57 . ■ T. 6':" ' •

1 .0 2 7 .9 6 . 7 - 2 0 . -  . 04 1 .3 3 ■- 1035k L ' lO ^ k * -'7k 6*.''**"'-.

2 .5 3 3 .2 5 .0 - 5 . - . 0 2 2 .  T3< •• 1231k \U L lg g 5 k  ' k 1 6k T

5 .0 3 3 .2 4. 5 - 2 . - . 0 1 5 .0 6 141 7. . ' '-.'11418 k V

1 0 .0 4 4 . 7 4 .3 - 0 . - . 0 0 9 .3  6' 1653k' \  ' 1661k i . . -2 k 9 l 1.

2 0 .0 5 2 .6 - 4 .4 1. • 01 2 0 . 10 19 5 1 . \  '1 9 5 0 k ' ' ' ' ■ 1 .2 ' *

CASSON F IT S 0R T(TA U )=23. 21+SQ R TfD ELTA )*3. 76 :

YIELD» 79 6. VISCOSITY AT IN F IN IT E SHEAR» 14 .1  . ZC» 5 6 .3 3 ' Y '. -

STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE^74*3

BINOIAM PLASTIC F IT  TO LINEAR PORTION OF RMEOGRAM •- w 

APPARENT Y IELD» 1 1 9 1 . PLASTIC VISCOSITY» 3 9 .6  « Z» 2 3 ^ 0 1 '  ' 

STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE » 7 » .6
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Table 6

SAMPLF#! P3RMULATI!Ï»I#2 40C

THE REGRESSION EQUATION IS Y=6.035 + . 137*X ♦ .03I*X**2 ♦ .002*X**3

RPH V .t N NP COR DELTA TAU . TAUP ERR8R- "

0. 5 10.4 10.3 -59. -.02 1.06 38 6. 38 6. •. . . 0.2
l.Q 10.9 7.3 -24. -.03 1.50 404. . 418.- ’ -13. r
2.5 13.5 5.0 -9. — . 04 2. 67 501. 48 7. - 13. T
5.0 15.4 3.9 -5. -.03 4.45 571. 5TO. - • - 0.8
10.0 18.5 3.2 -3. -.03 7. 73 68 6. 695. - • —8. 6 •
20.0 24.3 2. 6 -2. -.02 13.8 5 901. 88 5. 16.5
50.0 34.8 2.1 • l • — .01 30.95 1291. 1313. -22. 7

100.0 50.7 1.8 -1. — .01 57.89 1880. 188 5. -4.9 .

CASSON FIT S0RTCTAU) = 16. 18 + S0RTCDELTA)*3.59
YIELD* 262. VISCOSITY AT INFINITE SHEARs 12.9 
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATES! 7.8

ZC: 20.34

BINOfAM PLASTIC FIT TO LINEAR PORTION OF RHEOCRAM - 
APPARENT YIELD* 489. PLASTIC VISCOSITY* 24.6 %= 15.19
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 53. 7
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Table 7

SAMPLE#13 F3RMULATI<?N#2 . -40C- ‘.<A

THE RE6RESSI0»4 EQUATION IS Y =6 . I 14 + . 1 56*X + L 00 S*X**8 + L 00 é*X*» 0' *

RPM V N NP COR DELTA TAÛ - A - TAÜPL' . .. ERR3R'

0. S 11.0 6.3 4. .01 Ô. 69 408. 406*. : 2.2
1.0 12.5 6.4 -3. -.01 1.37 464. . .... 452. iV.lS ‘ -
2. 5 14.2 5^5^ -7. -.02 2.96 52 7. - . 52 6. - 0.4 *»
5.0 1 5. 6 4. 6 -6. -.03 5.00 5W. , A 604.' . -25.8A^A.
10.0 20.0 3. 7 , -4. -.03 8.45 742. - 715k 2 6. 3 A' .
20.0 23. 4 2.9 -3. -.03 14.57 ‘ 8 68 . r' 88 6. -18*!3*.V - -
50.0 35.0 2. 1 — 1. -.02 31.20 1298» ' M. 1.188 4V!--A 14.5!-̂ !-*.

100.0 50.3 1.7 -1. -.01 57.00 18 66.». 18 43V'..*-‘ 82v 3t 1

CASS9N FIT SORTI TAU>* 1 7.09+S0RTC DELTA)*3. 41
YIELD* 292. VISCOSITY AT INFINITE SHEAR* 11. 6 . . ZC* 85.15 1;: ..

STANDARD ERR3R 9F ESTIMATE=26.6

BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT T9 LINEAR P3RTI3N 9F RHE9GRAM
APPARENT YIELD* 491. PLASTIC VISC3SITY» 24.6 i * Z* 15w86’ »'i
STANDARD ERR9R 9F ESTIMATE = 42.3
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Table 8

SAMPLE# 14 F0RMULATI0*J#2- • 40C’ V»

THE REGRESSI0M EQUATION IS Y= 5. 9 76 ♦ . IS 1*X +— * 019*X**2 k 010*K*4t3‘W  i

RPM V N NP COR DELTA TAÛ % >. TAUP ' L ERROR*

0. 5 9.3 4.5 7. • 04 0. 53 345. - - 343. •- - • 1. 7.1 •-
i.o 11. 0 5.5 6. .02 1.23 408.u ' . 394. -- 13.9 .»
2. 5 12.5 5.8 -3. -.01 3.13 464. 461. . L 2. 1
5.0 14.0 5.1 -7. “. 03 5. 45 519. - V 524. c • •i.-4.4*-̂'<- L
10. 0 15.8 4.0 -6. - . 04 8.93 58 6.L •- 61 H* -*-24» 6< 4» 11
20.0 20.2 3.0 - 4. — . 04 14. 79 ' V 749kt . . (.!.* i746ki-»-‘- t.

50.0 30.0 2.1 -2. -.02 30. 52 ■ 1113. . «. t. 1082k LU 30. 5‘ »**-L
1 00. 0 AA»0 1.6 -1. -.02 54.95 1632» • '1-592. . - i 39k 7Lt»i«

CASSON FIT SQRTCTAU)=15. 71+S@RT(DFLTA)*3.22 .
YIELD* 24 7. VISCOSITY AT INFINITE SHEAR» 10.4 ZC» 23.84  ̂ V

STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE=43,4

BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT TO LINEAR PORTION OF RHEOCRAM  ̂
APPARENT YIELD* 398. PLASTIC VISCOSITY» 22. T ' Z» I3k.48‘ 
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE » 16.9
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Table 9

SAMPLE#!7 F0RMULATI0M#2 40C

THE REGRESSION EQUATION IS Y=6. 138 + .228*X + -.01 4#X**2^+' . 007*X**3>k

RPM V N NP COR DELTA - TAÙ .' .TAUP. cv. ERROR*

0. 5 10.5 3.9 3. .02 0.47 - 389t - . 392.. - —8 » 6̂  i* *- ~
!.0 12.5 4.4 2. .0*1 1.02 464. . 4i63»-L 0.3* L
2. 5 15.4 4. 6 -1. -.01 2.57 5 71.. 567. .% - 4. 1
5.0 13.0 4.2 -3. -.02 4. 77 668. * '*■663. * V 4k2 - ■-
!0. 0 21.0 3. 6 -3. -. 03 8.49 779. 791. - .-12.3 f
20.0 26.3 3. 0 -3. -.03 14.93 9 75. 976. ' — 0. 6 L .
50. 0 3 7.4 2.3 -2. . . -.02 32.00 138 7. 1390. —2.8
100.0 54.0 1.8 — 1. -.02 58. 1 6 2003. 1959; . ‘ 43.

CASS0M FIT SCRTCTAU>*1 7.8 6+SQRT( DELTAÎ*3. 49 .
YIELDS 319. VISCOSITY AT INFIMITE SHEAR* 12.2 - ZC* - 26.12'
STANDARD ERRtîR 3F ESTIMATEs20.9

BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT T3 LINEAR P3RTI3N 3F RHE3GRAM 
APPARENT yields' 554. PLASTIC VISCOSITY* 25.3 Z* 1*6.7! 
STANDARD ERROR 3F ESTIMATE * 36.8
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Table 10

SAMPLE#n  F3RMULATI1N#2 40C

THE.. REGRESSION EGUATI0M IS Y = 5.9 77 + .092*X + .029*X**2 + .004*X**3 K*

RPM V N NP COR DELTA , TAÛ. TAUP  ̂- - ERROR ‘ -

0. S 9.3 17. 0 **** - — . 00 1. 78 345. - ... 339. , «S 6.2':'̂ -'
1.0 9.8 10.3 -73. . -.02 2.24 363. -V 357.
2.5 10.8 6. 4 -21. -.05 3.29 401. - 399k \ L . I. ét.W*.
5.0 12.2 4. 6 -10. -.05 4.93 452. .. 454. , 1.4 UV.
10.0 14.0 3. 4 -5. — . 04 8.02 519. - 541. - - -22.2 ̂
20.0 13.8 2.6* -2. -.03 13.80 69 7. •- - 683. -  13.9 1*̂
50.0 28.0 1.9 -1. -.02 29.90 1033. 1028. - 10 . 2 -

100.0 #.0 1.6 -1. -.01 55.22 1558. 1529. . 28.9 f

CASS0N FIT S0RT(TAU) = 13.71 + S0RT<DELTAÎ*3. 43
YIELD* 183. VISCOSITY AT INFINITE SHEAR= 1 1. T ZC* 16.03
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE*I 7.4

BINGRAM PLASTIC FIT TO LINEAR PORTION OF RHEOGRAM %
APPARENT YIELD* 352. PLASTIC VISCOSITY* 22.2 Z* 12.13 
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE * 28.4
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Table 11

SAMPLE#! 5 F0RMULATI0N#3 40C

THE RE6RESSI0M EQUATION IS Y=5. 635 ♦ «251*X + -*é035*X**2 + . oll*X**3

RPM V N NP COR DELTA ' TAÙ ■-'•TAUP' ' - ERROR'

' 0. 5 6.2 3.2 4. ' .03 0.41 - 230.1 231kLlt̂ L-o.
1.0 7.8 ' 4.0 4. .03 0.96 289kL 28 OV »-1 Lj 9 V 3* W. I
2.5 9.2 4.6 1. .00 2.62 341k -- • ' 345k i 1 u •- ‘-3i 9i i*L 1
5. 0 11.0 4.4 . -3. -. 02 4.92 408 k 402k L L ' *6.3'-'»î*t 1
10.0 12.5 3. 7 -4. -.03 8.50 464. .' L • • 4 77k L ' < 13 . 0 ^
20.0 15.5 2.9 -3. — . 03 14. 43 . 575. • - : 590.1̂ 1 "15k
50.0 24.2 2.0 -2. -.02 30.07 898 . - - 8 68*. . 29.9  ̂' L

100.0 36^0 1.5 -i. — .01 54.24 1335. . 1294. - - 41k .

CASSON FIT SQRTCTAÙ>=13.24+SQRT(DELTA)*3. 07 '
YIELDs 175. VISCOSITY AT INFINITE SHEARS 9.4 » ZCk' ' 18li»^tl L
SIAM DARD ERROR OF ESTTMATE=31.9

J

BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT TO LINEAR PORTION OF RHEO GRAM*-̂  • ̂
APPARENT YIELD= 303. PLASTIC VI SCO SITY= 19.2 12.07 ̂ '
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 13.0
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Table 12

SAMPLE#2 F0RMULATI0N#3 40C

THE RE6RESSI0!^ EOUATI0N IS Y=5. 692 + . I20*X + ,020*X**2 + ;005*X**3

RPM V N NP COR DELTA TAU ' TAUP - ERR0R»-̂ -~

0.5 7.5 10.1 -21. — .01 1.05 2 18. - 2 TO. 3.0̂ '̂
1.0 8.0 8. 4 -23. -.02 1. TO 29 7. ' 29 7. Ô. 1
2.5 9.0 6.0 -14. -.04 3. 13 334. 338. -3.8 ^ -
5.0 10.5 4.6 -8. — . 04 4.98 389. - . 38 5. • -- 3.9
10.0 12.5 3. 6 -5. -. 04 8.27 4*64. . 458. . 5. 6 !»
20.0 15.0 2.8 -3. -.03 14.28 556. - 571. -1 5. 0
50.0 23.0 2. 1 -1. -.02, 30.85 8 53. I V 83 7. -•-»> >• 1 5. V’’- -
100.0 32.5 1. 7 - ! . — .01 56. 75 1205. 1212é

CASS0M FIT SORTITAÜ>al3.47+SORTfDELTA>*2.80
YIELD* *82. VISC3SITY AT INFINITE SHEAR» 7.9 
STANDARD ERR0R 0F ESTIMATES!!.9

ZC* 23.08

BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT T0 LINEAR P0RTI0N 0F RHE0GRAM 
APPARENT YIELD=̂  3! 7. PLASTIC VISC0SITY* ! 6. ! Z* 15.04 
STANDARD ERR0R 0F ESTIMATE » 30.1
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Table 13

SAMPLE#! 6 F<5RMÙLATI0M#3 40C

»
THE REGRESSION EQUATION IS Y=5. 789 + . 22 7*X ♦ -.005*X**2 + : 006*X**3'

RPM V N NP COR DELTA . TAÙ TAUP •- ERROR

0. 5 7.5 4.1 3. .02 0.49 2#.' = . • - 2 %  & ' ' - 0̂ 3'
1.0 9.0 4.4 1. .00 1.01 334. ' 32 7. . 7.3: \
2. 5 11.0 4.3 -2. -.Ol 2. 42 408. . - 402. ' i. 6 t"*
5.0 12.5 3.8 -3. -.02 4. 42 464. • 4 78 . •-13.9 '
10.0 15.5 3.2 -3. -.02 7.8 7 575. - - . - 581. -6.4 ' :
20. 0 20.0 2. 7 -2. -.02 14. 03 742. - 735. - - 6.4
50.0 29.5 2.1 -1. -.02 30. 68 109 4. • ■ -1068 . ' " ' - 6.5
00. 0 43.5 1. 7 -1. -.01 56.46 1613. ‘ 1581. - • 32^8

CASSON FIT SQRTC TAU)= 14.60+ SQR T< DEL TAÎ *3 .38 ■ • * -
♦

YIELD* 213. VI SCOSITY AT INFINITE SHEAR* 1U4 ZC* 18. 70
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE*12.3

BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT T3 LINEAR PORTION OF RHE06RAM ' -
APPARENT YIELD* 389. PLASTIC VISCOSITY* 22.1 Z* 13.45
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE * 35.3
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Table.14 

SAMPLE#6 F3RMULATI0N#3 40C

THE REGRESSION EQUATION IS Y=5.634 ♦ . 18 6*X + -.006*X**2 ♦ ' • 008^X**0’.‘V

RPM V N NP COR DELTA TAÙ . TAÙP error

0*5 8.0 4.9 5. .02 0. 56 29 7. ’ 299.• . -2. i. .
U Q 9.5 5. 4 2. ' .01 - 1. 19 352. 342. 10. T -
2.5 11.Ô 5.1 -4. -.02 2. 79 408. 406. 2.4
5»0 12.8 4. 4 -5. -.03 4.8 6 4 75..̂ 469. - i. 7 • '
10.0 14.2 3. 5 -4. — . 03 a.26 52 7. 559. -32.5 ‘
20. 0 19.0 2.8 -3. -.03 14. 22 705, 698* 6. r ̂ y.

50.0 28.0 2.0 -1. -.02 30.30 1038. 1031. - . 7. 6 Vf
00.0 42.5 1. 6 — 1. -.01 55.2 7 1576. •• 1520i- 56. 5

f

CASSON FIT SGRTfTAU)= 14.53+S0RT(DELTA)*3.29 -
YIELD* 211. VISCOSITY AT INFINITE SHEAR* 10.8 ZC* 19.51’
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE*35,1

BINQfAH PLASTIC FIT TO LINEAR PORTION OF RHEOGRAM-
APPARENT TIELDs 362. PLASTIC VI SCO SI TY= 22.1 Z» 12.^
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 19.4
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Table 15

SAMPLE# 12 F!3RMULATI0M#3- ' 40C

THE REGRESSI9X EQUATI0M TS Y=5. 4 75 + . 1 72*X . 017*X*$2 l »004*X**8 v

RPM V N NP COR DELTA 'L- TAU' ' ) L' TAUPL WLLL ERR0Rt:Mj*

0. 5 5.7 6. 5 -5. -.01 0. <59 21 V *. 213i ' * * » I- 2V'U t
J.o 6.5 5.8 -7. -.02 1.24 \ 2 4 U A ' « • ’ 2391 ‘ 2 k 3* i
2. 5 7.5 4. 7 -6. -.03 2. 57 2 78k i ' 284k - L - 6k 2» ♦*»- '
5.0 9.2 3.9 -4. -.03 4.45 - 3411 *-»- ■ 334.u<.1' 6.8' -
10. 0 11.0 3.2 -3. -.03 7.82 403k- 467k' « Ik 1' ?"
20.0 13.8 2. 7 -2. -.02 14.66 512. 516k - ' -3.9 ’
50. 0 20.5 2.1 -1. -.02 31.03 ‘ 760.' 761k' -0.9

100.0 29.5 1.8 -1. — .01 57. 66 1094. 1092. ' Ik 7 1 « *-

CASS0N FIT SQRTCTAU>=12.4 7+SQRTC DEL TA) *2. 72 > '
YIELD* 155. VISC0S1TY AT INFINITE SHEAR* 7.4 ' • » ZC*' 21kO&iKti
STANDARD ERR9R 0F ESTIMATE* 5.6 ■

BIN (MAM PLASTIC FIT T0 LINEAR P9RTI0N 0F RHE0GRAM ' •
APPARENT YIELD* 282. PLASTIC VISC0SI TY= 14.5 Z* 14.93’ ’^
STANDARD ERR0R 0F ESTIMATE * 31.5
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Table l6

SAMPLEflS F9RMULATI0N#3 • 20C '

THE REGRESSION EQUATION IS Y=6.059 + .235*X * .036*X**2 .004*X**3^ '

RPM • V N  ̂NP COR DELTA TAÜ ! TAUP • ERROR -

0. 5 10.0 5. 2 "8.' -.03 0.56 * 3 71. . lAf-v . *A. lkO* AVt V
1.0 11. 7 4.3 —6. -.03 0.9 5 » < 434k '. I L1,: 428 k *. 1 c t *- 6v 0»
2. 5 14.5 3.2 -3. -. 03 1.95 538 k V* » 549it-». l̂ lli-O*
5.0 19.6 2. 6 - -2. -.02 3. 44 , 705k' 698k ' tL'
10.0 25.3 2. 1 -1. -.02 6.24 938k •- 938k̂  Î r. Ok 0* »• »-
20.0 36.2 1.8 “ 1. -.01 11.50 1343. - ' 1344k A-
S0.0 65.8 1.4 -0. -.01 26.44 2440. 2419* - 21*3- *-■' -

CASSON FIT SQRT(TAU) = 13.88 + SQRT(DELTA)*6.83 . : ,
YIELD» 193. VISCOSITY AT INFINITE SHEAR» 46. 7 * ' ZC» ' 4. 13 ( t L /

STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE»24,9

BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT TO LINEAR PORTION OF RHEO GRAM-' 1.1
APPARENT YIELD» 435. PLASTIC VISCOSITY» 76* 5 Z» ■ 4w34t « *. ♦.
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE » 36.0
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Table 17

SAMPLE#12 F0RMULATI0N#3 - 25C Si

THE REGRESSION EQUATION IS Y=5.923 + • l 75*X ♦ ‘ • 034*X**ë‘ +' k 00^*X**Ô‘ 1

RPM V N NP COR DELTA . TAU ' 1 1. TAUP LL « ERR0RI

0.5 9.2 7.5 -22. -.03 6. 77 341... 1 33 6k utL 5. i». ‘n4
1.0 10. 7 5. 7 ^13. — . 04 1.19 39 7. 373k 23. 4^'
2.5 11.8 4. 1 -6. — . 04 2.2 7 433. . -- 453. u -1 4k9  ̂'
5.0 14.2 3.2 -3. -.03 3.87 527. 5^. • -22k S;
10.0 19.0 2.6 -2. -.02 6.8^ 705k ’ ' - 700. 4k 6t t
20.0 2 6. 5 2. 1 -1. -.02 12. 40  ̂ 98 3. • 9 45k ' •-' • 38k8iW-i
50.0 42.0 1.6 -1. — .01 28.03 - 1553k 1- 1551 i » t * -7k © i ■.

CASS0N FIT SORTI TAU) a 14. 11 +SORTI DELTA) *4.■79 •- ••
YIELD* 199. VISC0SITY AT INFINITE SHEAR= 23k0 ̂  ZC*' 8i 
STANDARD ERR3R 0F ESTIMATE=20.7

BING4AM PLASTIC FIT T0 LINEAR P0RTI0N 0F RHE0GRAM '
APPARENT YIELD* 383. PLASTIC VISC0 SI TY* 43.0 Z* 6.60 
ST/M DARD ERR0R 0F ESTIMATE = 53.3
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Table I8

SAMPLE#12 F%RMULATT0N#3 30C^

THE REGRESSÎ Î  EOUATI0N tS Y=5.345 ♦ .T95+X * -.014*X**2 + .012*X**3

RPM V N NP COR DELTA TAÙ taùp . ERR0R

0.5 8.0 4.3 6. • 03 0. 51 29 7*V . •: .• 299 wt- f L
1.0 9.4 5.1 4. .01 1.15 3#. - 345;- * 3̂ 2» V'tt
2.5 11.5 5.0 -5. -.02 2. % 42 7è
5.0 12.7 4.1 - 6. — .04 4 . 59 4 7U . L ' 480. - '
10.0 15.0 3. 1 -4. -.04 7.57 556. 582k -1-251 <7.
20.0 20.5 2.3 ' -2. -.03 12.8 7 760. . 754. 6; S '
50.0 34.5 1.6 -1. -.02 27. 48 1230. - 1221. .S8.6*

CASS0N FIT S0RTCTAÜ>*s*13. TO+S0RTC DELTA)*4. OÔ
YIELD* 190. VISCOSITY AT INFINITE SHEAR* 16.0 V ZC* 11.88
STANDARD ERR0B 0F ESTIMATE*47.5

BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT T0 LINEAR P0RTI0N 0F RHE0CRAM
APPARENT YIELD* 312. PLASTIC VISCOSITY* 35.0 ^* ’ *6.00*
STANDARD ERR0R 0F ESTIMATE *16.6
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Table 19

SAMPLE#I2 F0RMULATI^M#3■ 35C
/

THE REGRESSI0N EQÙATI0!M IS Y*5. 688 * • \5~4*X * -.008*X**2 + .Ôll*X**3 **

RPM V N NP COR DELTA TAÙ . TAÙP- . ERR0R * -

0. 5 7.2 5.5 ÏÔ. .03 0. 63 267. , - - 264. - - 3.4 -
1.0 7.6 6.5 4. .01 1.41 289.' 295» . • 6* ■
2. S 9.2 6. 0 -9. -.02 3.19 341. . 341.11!. 0. 6L-M#. ..
5.0 1Ô.6 4.7 -9. -.04 - 5.10 393k L ̂ ' 38 7i’
10.0 12.5 3. 5 -6. -.04 3. 10 464k - 459. % L UL . 4.
20.0 15.3 2.5 -3. -.03 13.47 - 567.' * • 580i< -12.8* W
50. 0 24.5 i. 7 — 1. -.02 28.32 9 09. * . .903k ’---'• -i.7

CASS0N FÎT SQRT(TAÛ)=13.26+S0RTCDELTA)*3. 04
YIELDS 176. VISC0SITY AT INFINITE SHEARS 9.3 ZCs 18.97
STANDARD ERR0R 0F ESTIMATE=26. 5

BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT T0 LINEAR P0RTT0N 0F RHE0GRAM ' ' - -
APPARENT YIELDS 275. PLASTIC VISC0SI TY* 22.3 i ' Z= ' 9wÂ3 '
STANDARD ERR9R 0F ESTIMATE = 7.6
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Table 20

SAMPLE#! F0RMULATI0N#2 30C

THE REGRESSION EQUATION IS Y=6.236 + . 195+X + .021*X**2 + 0̂05*X**3i.i'*'L

RPM V N NP COR DELTA TAÙ- , . TAUP. - - ERROR* t*tr

0.5 12.2 5.7 -4. -.01 0.62 452. 450k *- ' . 2. S'.eit
1.0 13.8 5. 1 “6. -.02 1.11 - 512. 511. Ô.9
2. 5 17.0 4. 1 - 5. -. 03 2.28 630. 624. 6.3^40.

i

5.0 20.0 3.3 -3. -.03 3.95 742. t - ■ ■ • 755. -■ •-13.B
10.0 25.8 2.6 —2. -.02 6.95 9 5 7. - 9 sii ‘ 1.5 "  :
20.0 34.6 2.1 -1. -. 02 12. 51 1283. 12 79. . , - 4.3 .
SO. 0 57.4 1.6 — 1. -.01 . 23.00 2129. 2088 k'-'; 40. 51 V

CASSON FIT S0RT(TAU)=16. 67+SQRT(DELTA)*5. 50 '
YIELDS 273. VISCOSITY AT INFINITE SHEARS 30.3 ZCs 1 -9.17»
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTTMATE=22.0

• '

BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT TO LINEAR PORTION OF RHEOCRAM 
APPARENT YIELDS 52 7. PLASTIC VISCOSITY= 57.8 Zs *6.97 '• 
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE s 32.4
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Table 21

SAMPLERS FlRMULATMNfl 30C

THE REGRESSIFS EQUATI%^ IS Y*7.0F6 ♦ . 203*X +- . 012*X**2 .♦» . 005*X**3>

RPM V N NP COR DELTA TAU - -,  TAUP * - T. ERRFR- ‘>-

0. 5 28.0 5.2 — 0. -.00 0. 57 1038. - 1043.- • -4. 4 \
1.0 32.3 4.9 -3. -.01 1.09 1198. 119 6. - 2è4  ̂- .

. 2. S 39.3 - 4.2 -4. -.02 2. 36 1458» . 1460. - -2.7 '
5.0 47.3 3. 5 -3. -.03 4. 16 I 754. 1 748» L 6. 1 '
10.0 58.3 2.9 -2. -.02 7.34 21 62̂ -, 2171»L ,  L-8 .  7' i

CASSFN FIT S0RTCTAU>=26. 92+SORTf DELTAl + 7. 2 7 . - '
YIELD» 725. VISCFSITY AT INFINITE SHEAR» 52.9 - , ZC» 13.69
STANDARD ERRFR FF FSTIMATE=I3.I

BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT TF LINEAR PFRTIFN FF RHEFGRAM
APPARENT YIELD» 1145. PLASTIC VISCFSITY=139.9 Z» 6.25
STANDARD ERRFR FF ESTIMATE = 34.6
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Table 22 summarizes the results on tables 1 through 
21 and lists the Casson and Bingham parameters for each 
data set. The nomenclature used in Table 22 is as follows:

Data I.D. = Identification of data set given by sample
number - formulation number - temperature in °C 

= Yield stress according to the Casson equation 
y ^ = Viscosity at infinite shear according to the

Casson equation 
= Apparent yield stress according to the Bingham 

equation
= Plastic viscosity according to the Bingham 

equation

^c ” ̂ yc^^®

SEC = Standard error of estimate in the Casson fit
SEB = Standard error of estimate in the Bingham fit.
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ERROR ANALYSIS

(A) Rotational Speed of the Bob
The rotational speed of the bob was measured with a 

stopwatch which could be read to the nearest tenth of a sec
ond. Readings were taken in triplicate. An analysis for 
variance within bob speeds [16] showed that the precision of 
the time measurement was il,3 seconds at the 95% confidence 
level (see Appendix 2), The inaccuracy of the speed measure
ment is less than 1%,

(B) Precision of the Shear Stress Measurement
Data at each bob speed was taken in triplicate. This 

made it possible to estimate the internal scatter of the 
measurements by pooling the individual sample variances [16], 
Such an analysis shows that the precision of the shear stress 
measurements is i25 dynes/cm^ at the 95% confidence level. 
This is approximately 1% of full scale and 10% of the smal
lest shear stress readings taken. The shear stress reported 
in Tables 1 through 21 are the means of three individual 
readings and therefore, the associated error is reduced to 
±25//3 or jtl4 dynes/cm^. This is a realistic number since 
the strip chart recorder could be read to the nearest 1/4 of 
a division, i.e., within Î5 dynes/cm^.
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(C) Accuracy of the Shear Stress Measurements
A Brookfield viscosity standard having a viscosity of 

49.50 poise at 25.00°C was tested at 4 different bob speeds 
at 25.00 t 0.025°C. Computing t  by Equation 48 and A  by 
Equation 26 gave a viscosity of 49.32 il.05 poise at the 95% 
confidence level. Since 49.50 lies within this interval, 
the accuracy lies within the precision.

A systematic error could be introduced by turbulence at 
the highest bob speeds since the equations used to describe the 
flow are valid only for laminar flow. The Reynolds number 
for Couette flow is given by [17]

Re = ^Rg(R^-Rg)p/y (49)

where p is the fluid density and y is the viscosity; is
the angular velocity of the bob in radians per second.
Using y ̂  (=7.6) of the least viscous ink (sample §2) for y 
and a density of 1,0, the Reynolds number at the maximum bob 
speed is

(Re)]y[ax = 0 .103. (50)

The critical Reynolds number at which transition from laminar 
to turbulent flow takes place is given by [I7 ]

(RG)cnt = "1-3 (51)
For the Couette apparatus used in this study the critical 
Reynolds number is

(Re)crit = 167. (52)
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Comparison of Equations 50 and 52 shows that the maximum 
Reynolds number encountered is much less than the critical 
Reynolds number and therefore no error due to turbulence is 
expected.

(D) Errors in Estimating Shear Rate
Examination of Equation 42 shows that the shear rate is 

a function of the rotational speed of the bob and the Krieger 
parameters N and N ’. The functional relationship of A  to N* 
is very weak as shown by the small corrections, COR, in 
Tables 1 through 21. Assuming that errors in bob speed are 
negligible, the error in shear rate can be attributed to the 
error in estimating N, the inverse of the slopes of the 
curves shown in the figures marked "A" (9A-29A). Neglecting 
the contribution of COR, the functional relationship between 
A  and N can be written as
A  aP(2N) (53)

where the symbol a denotes proportionality and

P(2N) = . (5t)

The shape of the curve of F(2N) plotted against 2N is shown 
in Figure 30 for various values of s. These curves can be 
considered in two parts; a "flat portion" for small values 
of 2N where the curve asymptotically approaches

P(2N) = (In s)"^ (55)
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F(2N) = 2N/(1-

rvj

S, > St > S,

op

2N

Figure 30. The Shape of the Curves of F(2N) for Various 
Values of s.
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and a "linear portion" for large values of 2N where the 
curve asymptotically approaches

P(2N) = 2N. (56)
Estimation of N can be subject to large errors due to 

the errors in measurement of t  and to the Inherent errors in 
the various numerical and graphical techniques that must be 
employed to evaluate N. It is therefore advantageous to work 
with small values of N in the "flat portion" of the curve 
where P(2N) is relatively Insensitive to variations in N 
(see Figure 30 and Equation 55). This can be achieved by 
choosing a value of s as close to unity as physically pos
sible. As s approaches unity it has three desirable effects: 
it decreases the value of N, it increases the range of the 
"flat portion" and Increases the value of P(2N) in the flat 
portion. All these contribute to experimental precision as 
F(2N‘) becomes virtually Independent of N, For example, for 
s = 1.01, the shear rate changes only by 2% for a 200% change 
in N. The worst case is, of course, the infinite sea type 
viscometer where P(2N) = 2N and a 200% change in N causes a 
200% change in (see Table 23).

The ratio of radii,s, for the Couette apparatus used in 
this study was 1.329. The values of N for the inks studied 
varied from 1 to 5 as shown in Tables 1 through 21. Table 23 
shows that the "flat" approximation can only be applied for 
values of N between 1 and 2. At N = 5, P(2N) = 10.62 and the
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Table 23
F(2N) a Function of N for Various Values of s

N F(N)
S-».oo 8=1.329 8=1.176 8=1.11 e=l.05 s=l.01

1 2 4.61 7.21 10.53 20.51 100.50
2 k 5.89 8.37 11.63 21.56 101.51
3 6 7.33 9.63 12.81 22.65 102.53
H 8 8.92 11.00 14.05 23.77 103.55
5 10 10.62 12.45 15.35 24.92 104.58
6 12 12.41 14.00 16.72 26.11 105.62
7 14 14.27 15.60 18.15 27.33 106.66
8 16 16.17 17.28 19.64 28.58 107.71
9 18 18.11 19.02 21.18 29.86 108.77

10 20 20.01 20.8 22.77 31.18 109.84
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curve is already approaching Its asymptotic value of P(2N) = 
2N.

Thus the errors in computation of shear rates due to 
errors in estimation of the N values is expected to be sub
stantial. The error in N can arise from the error in meas
uring T and the error in approximating the data point with 
p(x) (see Figures 9A through 29A). In most cases the error 
in measuring x is larger than the error in p(x). Thus real
istic limits for the error in shear rate can be obtained by 
considering only the error in x. Table 24 shows that this 
error varies from 2% at high shear rates to as much as 20% 
at low shear rates. It must be pointed out that these are 
only limits on the error. Errors as large as these are not 
expected due to the smoothing effect of the least squares 
polynomial curve used to evaluate N.

(E) Errors in Temperature
The temperature controller (Haake E51) was rated at 

iO.Ol^C by the vendor. The mercury thermometer used to read 
the bath temperature had a range from -32 to +42°C in 
divisions of 0.1°C. The divisions were 0.5 mm apart and the 
mercury level could be read to the nearest 1/2 division.
Thus the temperature is reported to the nearest 0.05°C.
With the mercury thermometer, differences between ink tem
perature and bath temperature or fluctuations in bath
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Table 24
Error in Shear Rate Computation Due to Errors 
in Shear Stress Measurement (Sample #1, 40°C)

Assume error in reported shear stress = il4 dynes/cm'
Reported data (see Table 1)

Low End

High End

Low End
ln(2.5/l)

Minimum " ln((501+l4)/(404-l4))

K ln(2.5/l)

RPM TAU
1

2.5 501
50 1291

100 1880

= 3.3 P(2N) = 7.75

= 6.0 F(2N) = 12.1(1Maximum ln((501-14)/(404+14))

Possible error In shear rate computation = t 
High End

M, ln(100/50)
Minimum ln((1880+14)/(1291-14)) = 1.76 F(2N) = 5.6

**Maxlmum ln( (1880-14)7(1291+14)) F(2N) 5.8

Possible error in shear rate computation =
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temperature with time could not be detected (see Appendix 2). 
The reported temperature Is the bath temperature. Appendix 
2 shows that this is also the ink temperature within experi
mental error.

Temperature rise in the annulus due to viscous dissipa
tion is estimated by using the table prepared by Van Wazer
[l8]. At the maximum bob speed of 100 rpm, the linear 
velocity of the bob surface is approximately 5 cm/sec and 
the "apparent viscosity" of the inks (r/^) is less than 100 
poise. For a viscosity of 100 poise and bob linear velocity 
of 10 cm/sec, the expected temperature rise is 0.05°C. Thus 
in the most severe case the temperature rise is less than 
0.05°C, i.e., it is less than the precision of the thermom
eter. Temperature use due to viscous dissipation is there
fore neglected.

The largest difference between measured shear stresses 
at different temperatures were observed at 50 rpm between 
20°C and 25°C in sample #12. The shear stress at 20°C was 
2419 dynes/cm^ and the shear stress at 25°C was 1551 dynes/ 
cm . A linear interpolation gives a difference of 9 dynes/ 
cm^ for a temperature change of 0.05°C. Since this is with
in the precision of shear stress measurement (±25 dynes/cm^), 
an uncertainty in the temperature of 0.05°C is acceptable.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Concept of Yield Value
It is to be noted that the yield stress values were 

obtained by extrapolating the data beyond the experimental 
range of shear stresses. In that respect, the actual exis
tence of a "yield stress" and solid-like behavior below 
this stress is a conjecture. Philosophical arguments can 
be made for and against this concept. However, these argu
ments are of little consequence from a pragmatic point of 
view. This point of view holds that as long as the "yield 
stress" approximation can be used to describe the flow 
characteristics of the fluid with reasonable accuracy, then 
it is a useful concept. The behavior of the fluid below 
this stress, whether it is actually a solid or just an 
extremely viscous liquid, is not considered to be of prac
tical importance as the result is approximately the same 
and the "solid-like" concept can be used for the sake of 
simplicity.

B. Choice of a Rheological Model
The shear rate-shear stress data were used to obtain 

the parameters which "best fit" the two rheological models 
by linear regression [19]. In evaluating the regression
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coefficients, T(A) was considered the independent variable 
and T(t) was considered the dependent variable. T(x) is an 
appropriate transformation of variables that linearizes 
the rheological equation. The best fitting line through the 
data is defined as the line which minimizes the sum of 
squares of the deviations in T ( t ) .  This definition carries 
with it the inherent assumption that the uncertainty in T(A) 
is insignificant in comparison with the uncertainty in T(t)
[19]. It has already been shown that the uncertainty in A 
is a strong function of the uncertainty in x and is not 
insignificant. Thus the definition of the "best-fitting" 
line which minimizes only the deviations in T(x) at fixed 
values of T(A) cannot be justified. However, this was the 
approach that was taken. The results are presented at face- 
value. The validity of the correlations draw merit from a 
qualitative and pragmatic standpoint upon examination of the 
rheograms. Rheograms containing experimental points and 
theoretical curves are presented in Figures 9 through 29.

The two rheological models considered were the Bingham
plastic model (T(x) = x) described by Equation 31, and the

1/2Casson model (T(x) = x ) described by Equation 35. It is 
evident that the power-law model is not applicable from the 
non-linearity of the logarithmic plots shown in the figures 
marked with the subscript "A" (Figure 9A-Figure 29A). The 
agreement of the experimental data with the Bingham and
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Casson models Is considered reasonable. In view of this, 
more complicated rheological equations containing more than 
two parameters were not considered.

There is an advantage in using the Bingham plastic 
equation where possible because of its simplicity. Its 
parameters lend themselves to easy interpretation in phys
ical terms and the equations of motion can usually be 
integrated for various flow situations using this equation. 
However, the observed curvature in most of the rheograms at 
shear stresses at which plug flow is not expected, cannot 
be explained if a Bingham plastic model is proposed. The 
rheograms cannot be considered linear and strictly speaking, 
the Bingham plastic model is not applicable. The Bingham 
plastic equation is presented merely as an adequate approxi
mation to the data within the experimental range of shear
stresses. A flow problem involving shear stresses within

2the experimental range of 200 to 2500 dynes/cm can be solved 
using the Bingham plastic approximation without incurring 
very large errors. Extrapolation of the equation to stresses 
outside the experimental range will not yield valid results. 
Plastic viscosities reported by the Flint Ink Corporation at 
shear stresses of 20,000 to 40,000 dynes/cm are consider
ably lower than the plastic viscosities computed at 200 to 

22500 dynes/cm . This shows that the curvature toward the 
shear rate axis does not disappear but continues at stresses
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higher than the highest experimental shear stress encountered 
in this investigation.

The Casson equation accounts for this curvature. Val
ues of the standard errors of estimate for both the Bingham 
fit (SEB) and the Casson fit (SEC) are listed in Table 22. 
Comparison of these values shows that SEC is small and is 
generally less than SEB. A notable exception is sample #8 
where the standard error of estimate is inordinately high. 
Figures 9C through 29C show close agreement between the 
rheogram predicted by the C^eson equation and the experimental 
points in most cases. Table 25 shows that shear stresses 
predicted by the Casson equation at shear rates much greater 
than the maximum experimental shear rate of 60 sec”^ are 
remarkably close to experimental values obtained in a Laray 
viscometer. Assuming that random errors occur only in x 
and not in A  , the 95% confidence limits can be obtained 
for the two parameters in both the Casson and Bingham fits
[20]. These limits are shown in Table 26 for the best and 
worst cases for each model excluding sample #8. The experi
mental data fit the Casson equation well and the Casson fit 
is better than the Bingham plastic fit. The equilibrium 
rheograms of the web offset black printing ink studied can 
be described by the Casson equation within experimental error 
with the Bingham plastic approximation being applicable over 
limited ranges of shear rate.
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Table 26
Comparison of the Bingham Plastic Pit 

With the Casson Fit

Casson 
Best Worst

Data Identification 12-3-40 14-2-40

5.6 43.4Standard Error of 
Estimate (dynes/cm^)
Yield Stress 
(dyne/cm^)
95% Confidence Limits 
of the Yield Stress

Viscosity Term 
(poise):
95% Confidence Limits 
of the Viscosity 
(poise)

156

±3.5

7.4

±0.33

247

±21

10.5

±2.0

Bingham 
Best Worst

15-3-40 1-2-40

13.0 53.7

303 489

±15 +61

19.2 24.6

+1.6 ±6.2
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C . Correlation of Yield Stress With Shortness
Based upon theoretical arguments presented earlier 

(Equation 10) and following the reasoning of Green [9] it is 
suspected that shortness in printing inks can be correlated 
with yield stress. It has already been shown that the Inks 
possess a yield stress. The yield stress predicted by the 
Casson model is designated by and the apparent yield 
stress of the Bingham plastic model is designated by t .̂

The Casson yield stresses at 40°C of all fifteen samples 
are listed according to formulation number in Table 27. It 
shows that the mean of formulation 1 is much greater than 
that of either of formulations 2 and 3 and that the mean 
of formulation 2 is only slightly greater than the mean x^^ 
of formulation 3. The proportion of the mean Casson yield 
stresses of formulations 1, 2, and 3 can be represented by 
3.8:1.4:1.0. The relationship between the Casson yield 
stresses of the three formulations closely resembles the 
relationship between their respective glop (or shortness) 
as determined by the Flint Ink Corporation and described by 
Bates [5].

The significance of the difference between the three 
means can be determined by the F test which is the ratio of 
the variance between treatments to the variance within 
treatments [21]. These variances computed according to the 
equations in reference 21 gives F = 213. The F ratio
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Table 27
.d Stress 

at 40.00 ± .025°C

2Casson Yield Stress (dynes/cm )

Formulation Number 1 2  3

Yield Stress Values 796 319 211
727 247 175
696 292 155
675 188 213
672 262 182

Mean 713 262 187
95% Confidence Interval 650-777 200-323 156-218
F-Test Formulations 1,2,3 Formulations 2 & 3 Only
Variance Between 

Formulations 4.05 X 10^ 1.38 X 10
Variance Within

Formulations 1.9 x 10^ 1.54 x 10^
F-Statistic 213 9.0
F Q^(2,12) 3.88
F,og(1.8) 5.32
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corresponding to a 95% confidence level for the given 
degrees of freedom, F q^. I s  3.88 [22]. Since the computed 
value of F is greater than F the difference between the 
sample means is significant at the 95% confidence level [21]. 
Further information can now be obtained by applying the F 
test to the most closely corresponding pair of means to see 
if they differ significantly. These are 262 and I87, the 
mean Casson yield stresses of formulations 2 and 3, respec
tively. Table 27 shows that F = 9.0 and reference 22 gives 
F = 5.32 for the associated degrees of freedom. In less 
than 5% of the cases can the observed differences in sample 
means be explained on the basis of scatter of observed data. 
The mean Casson yield stresses of formulations 2 and 3 are 
different at the 95% confidence level.

The mean Casson yield stresses of five different produc
tion batches of each of formulations 1, 2, and 3 varies in 
relative properties to their glop and the variation is 
significant at the 95% confidence level. This provides 
convincing experimental evidence that shortness can be 
correlated with yield stress.

Comparison of the 95% confidence intervals of the mean 
Casson yield stresses (Table 27) with the 95% confidence 
interval of a single yield stress determination (Table 26) 
shows that the scatter is not due to experimental error 
alone. The greater contribution to the scatter in the
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observed yield stresses must be from the batch to batch 
variations. As an example, for formulation 2 the 95% con
fidence interval of the mean Casson yield stress is between

2200 and 323, a spread of 123 dynes/cm . In the best Casson
2fit the spread is only 7 dynes/cm and in the worst Casson 

fit, not considering sample 8, the spread is 42 dynes/cm 
(Table 26).

A similar analysis correlates the mean of the three 
formulations with glop. Table 28 shows that the mean appar
ent yield stress of formulations 1, 2, and 3 are in the 
proportion 3.1:1.4:1.0. The F test shows that this differ
ence between the means is significant at the 95% confidence 
level.

D. Zettlemoyer Ratio Correlation
The ratio is denoted as z, the Zettlemoyer ratio

[4]. A modified Zettlemoyer ratio, zc, is here defined as 
It has been proposed by Zettlemoyer and Rested [4] 

that shortness in printing inks is a function of z. Tables 
29 and 30 show that neither z nor zc is correlatable with 
shortness for the three web offset black printing inks stud
ied. The apparent variation of the mean z values can be 
explained on the basis of the scatter of the observed data 
and is not statistically significant. The difference between 
the means of zc is even more convincing. However, application
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Table 28
Apparent Yield ,Stress (Bingham) 2dynes/cm

at 40 ± .025°C

Formulation # 1 2 3
Apparent Yield Stresses 1191 554 362

1048 398 303
996 491 282

1020 352 389
979 489 317

Mean 1047 457 331
95% Confidence Interval 942-1152 357-557 276-385
F-Test Formulations 1,2,3 Formulations 2 & 3
Variance Between 

Formulations 7.3 X 10^ 4 4X 10
Variance Within 

Formulations 5.2 X 10^ 4. 2 X 10^
F-Statistlc 140 9.42
P.05(2,12) 3.88

P.05(1 -8) 5.32

Ahl'HUH LAKÊS UBHAH t 
•O LO RADO  s c h o o l  o f  MINÈSr 

g o l d e n . COLORADO
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Table 29
Zettlemoyer Ratio (sec”^) 

at 40.00 ± .025°C

Formulation # 1 2 3
Z Values 23.01 16.71 12.48

13.55 13.42 12.07
13.66 15.26 14.93
13.64 12.13 13.45
14.99 15.19 15.04

Mean 15.77 14.54 13.59
95% Confidence Interval 10.6-20.9 12.5-16.6 11.8-15.4
P-Test
Variance Between 

Formulations
Variance Within 

Formulations
F-Statistic

Formulations 1,2,3 Formulations 2 & 3 Only

5.95 2.25

7.20
0.820

2.52
0.891
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Table 30
Modified Zettlemoyer Ratio (sec~^) 

at 40 î .025OC

Formulation # 1 2 3
zo Values 56.38 26.12 19.51

37.87 23.84 18.57
38.96 25.15 21.01
33.21 16.03 18.70
40.35 20.34 23.08

Mean 41.35 22.30 20.17
95% Confidence Interval 30.4-52.3 17.2-27.4 17.8-22.5
P-Test
Variance Between 

Formulations
Variance Within 

Formulations
P-Statistic

p. 05(2-12)
p .05(1-8)

Formulations 1,2,3 Formulations 2 & 3 Only

680 11.3

33
21

3.88

10.3
1.09

5.32
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of the P test to the most closely corresponding pair (for
mulations 2 and 3) shows that the difference Is not signifi
cant at the 95% confidence level.

The result is not in disagreement with the experimental 
results of Hosted. Both treatments agree that glop increases 
with increasing yield stress. For some laboratory test 
formulations made by Hosted, the Zettlemoyer ratio was shown 
to vary with shortness. This study, using inks from actual 
production batches, presents evidence that there are at least 
three formulations of web offset black printing inks where 
the yield stress varies in proportion to shortness but z or 
zc does not. The net result of these two investigations is 
that z or zc may or may not vary with shortness but that 
yield stress does.

E. Effect of Surface Properties on Glop
Williams [23] points out that in the analysis of flow 

down a vertical plate (Equations 4-10) surface properties 
may be important leading to a possible correlation of sur
face tension with glop. In Equation 4 it was assumed that 
gravitational forces are much larger than surface, forces 
so that the surface forces could be ignored. Analysis of 
data for flow of 7 cubic centimeters of ink on a vertical 
plate lined with various substances does not indicate sig
nificant surface effects (Table 31).
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Table 31
Effect of Substrate Surface on Length of Vertical

Plow of Sample #12 (T:=70°P)

Aluminum 
Substrate Foil Glass

Polyethylene
Sheeting

Wax
Paper

Distance (inches) 9.6 9.4 10.0 10.2
10.4 9.6 10.4 10.8
10.0 10.6 11.0 10.2

F-Test
Variance Between Treatments 0.261
Variance Within Treatments 0.237
F Ratio 1.10
P .^(3,8) 2.92
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P. Time Dependence Colorado
The printing inks studied are time dependent fluids. 

When the ink is sheared, the stress rises to a maximum and 
then decays over a period of approximately 5 minutes to an 
equilibrium value. The shear stresses used to construct 
the rheograms previously mentioned and discussed are the 
equilibrium shear stresses.

The process is reversible. In the quiescent state the 
ink recovers the stress. The longer the ink is rested, the 
greater the initial maximum stress. This is shown in Figure 
31. Reversible time dependency, called thixotropy, has been 
ascribed to particle-particle attractions and structure 
formation by Green [2], This has been experimentally veri
fied by Voet [1] and mathematically analyzed by Eyring [24]. 
The concensus is that the pigment particles show a tendency 
to flocculate. The flocculates may be coiled and entangled 
in the quiescent state but become progressively disentangled 
and uncoiled with shear. At a given state of shear, an 
equilibrium condition exists between entanglement and dis
entanglement .

^EQ
Entanglement ^ -2: Disentanglement (57)

The equilibrium is shifted to the right by increasing the 
shear rate and to the left by decreasing the shear rate. A 
non-instantaneous rate at which this occurs results in time
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Figure 31. Stress Recovery In the Quiescent State (Bob 
Speed = 5 rpm).
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dependence and a change In the structure of the composite 
fluid due to the shift results In non-Newtonian behavior.
Total disentanglement results In Newtonian behavior at very 
high shear rates. Total entanglement results In solld-llke 
behavior at zero shear rate.

A study of time dependence In thlxotroplc fluids Is 
both Important and Interesting; however. It has not been 
the subject of this Investigation. It Is conceivable that 
of two Inks possessing the same yield stress, the one which 
recovers Its structure faster would appear to be gloppler. 
However, Figure 31 shows that the rate of structure recovery 
does not vary significantly between the three formulations 
and Hosted [4] has shown that It Is unlikely that two Inks 
showing the same yield stress will be of a significantly 
different thlxotroplc nature.

It must be pointed out that unless a viscometer Is 
constructed so that A  is Independent of N, a study of the 
stress decay curve becomes difficult. Not only the stress 
but the velocity distribution changes with time and the 
time dependent terms In Equation 11 cannot be Ignored. The 
stress decay curve at a given bob speed cannot be considered 
to be at a constant shear rate [25].

G. Temperature Dependence
The results of the experiments at 20, 25, 30, 35 and 4o°C
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using sample #12 can be used to establish the temperature 
dependence of the Casson and Bingham parameters.

A linear least squares analysis Is made for the yield 
stress as a function of T, the temperature In °C. The result
ing equation along with the 95% confidence limits on the 
parameters are

Tq = A1 - T*(B1) (58)
A1 = 585 ± 65
B1 = 8.3 ± 9.2

= A2 - T*(B2) (59)
A2 = 242 ± 23 
B2 = 2 ± 3.2

where T Is the temperature In °C, Is the apparent Bingham
yield stress, and Is the Casson yield stress. The 95%
confidence limits are computed according to the equations In
reference 20. Application of the P test shows that P = 7
f o r  t h e  c o r r e l a t i o n  a n d  P = 3.6 f o r  t h e  t  c o r r e l a t i o n ,  o yc
Both of these values are less than 9.12, the P ratio at the
95% confidence level for the associated degrees of freedom
[22]. Thus the correlations are not significant at the 95% 
confidence level. The experimental points and regression 
lines are shown In Figure 32.

The viscosity terms In the Bingham and Casson equation, 
and p ̂ , can be correlated by the equations
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Figure 32. Temperature Dependence of the Yield Stress Terms 
in the Bingham and Casson Models, Sample #12, 
Formulation #3.
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Uq = exp [|| - B3] (60)

A3 = 7340 ± 3000
B3 = 20.74 ± .23

= exp - b4] (61)

A4 = 8440 i 4000
B4 = 25.1 ± .3

where Is the plastic viscosity, y ^ is the viscosity at 
infinite shear and TK is the temperature in °K. The equations 
were obtained by a linear least squares fit of Iny as a 
function of 1/TK. These correlations are significant at the 
95% confidence level. The experimental points along with 
the curves predicted by Equations 60 and 6l are shown in 
Figure 33.
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Figure 33. Temperature Dependence of the Viscosity Terms 
In the Bingham and Casson Models, Sample #12, 
Formulation #3.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The three web-offset black printing Inks studied 
possess a yield stress. The equilibrium flow curves can be 
correlated with the Casson equation In a shear rate range 
of 0.5 to 60 sec ^ . The Bingham plastic approximation Is 
applicable over limited ranges of shear rate. The fluids 
are time dependent and can be classified as thlxotroplc 
Casson fluids.

2. Both the Casson yield stress and the apparent yield 
stress of the Bingham fit vary In proportion to shortness 
and can be considered to be a quantitative measure of short
ness .

3. The Zettlemoyer ratio, z, and the modified Zettle- 
moyer ratio zc appear to vary with shortness but the varia
tion Is not significant at the 95% confidence level.

4. Within a temperature range of 20^C to 40°C, the 
yield stress terms In the Casson and Bingham equations do 
not vary significantly with temperature. A linear relation
ship between the natural logarithm of the viscosity terms 
with the Inverse of the absolute temperature Is significant.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

A. It has been shown that the scatter In yield stress 
for a given formulation results largely from batch to batch 
variation. It Is therefore suspected that within a formula
tion, a batch to batch variation of shortness also exists.
A closer correlation of shortness with yield stress can be 
obtained by measuring the shortness by the vertical plate 
flow experiment and the yield stress by the Couette flow 
experiment and Investigating the relationship between the 
two. Care must be taken to perform the vertical plate flow 
experiment under controlled temperature conditions. The 
quality control technicians at the Flint Ink Corporation 
should be consulted to confirm the validity of a proposed 
shortness measuring scheme.

B. Increased Precision of Couette Apparatus
The ratio of radii of cup and bob, s, was 1.329. This 

resulted In A  being a strong function of N leading to a con
siderable uncertainty In . The uncertainty In A. can be 
largely reduced by replacing the Brookfield SC4 15/7 Couette 
assembly with a Brookfield SC4 21/13 Couette assembly. The 
latter gives a ratio of radii close to 1.1. The resultant 
higher torques can be measured by replacing the RVT spring 
In the Rheolog sensing head with an HBT spring. All the
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above items may be ordered from the Brookfield Engineering 
Laboratories of Stoughton, Massachusetts.

C. Laray Vlscometry
The problem In dealing with uncertainties In N and A  

Is altogether avoided If a Laray viscometer Is used (Appendix 
3). However, the Laray viscometer needs two Important mod
ifications before It can be used as a research Instrument.
A temperature control mechanism must be devised so that the 
test fluid can be maintained at desired temperature with 
close tolerance; and the rod must be made lighter, without 
sacrificing thermal conductivity or heat capacity, so that 
readings below 14,000 dynes/cm may be taken.
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APPENDIX 1

Program KRIEGR
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TY KRIPGR.FIO es:19:39]
C PR3RRAM KRIFOFRC CTMPIJTFS SHFAR RATFS IM CIXCFNTRIC CYLF^nFR VTSCIMFTFRC BY THF MFTHin IF XRIFAFR. FIRST AND SFC3N0 AFRîVATTVFSC ARF TAKFN PY FITTING A F'̂ LYN'IMIAL T1 THF DATA-DIHFNSI1N X( 10), Y( 10), V( lO),RPMf im,YP( 10) .DIMENSION TAllf 10)> DFLTAf in>, F-̂ Mf lOî. FC10>.PC 5> - 

DIMFNSnM XI.ARFl̂ f J A),YLARFLf 1 f),TTT1.>rf 1 6] . ...DIMFNSISN FXCPO)>FY(PO)WRITFC A, SOS)
RFAOC 4, SOO.JPL WRITFC4, 501).
RFADC 4, 500) IPL WRITF<4, 50?)RFADC 4, 500) IBIiN WRITFC4, 503) 'RFAD( 4, 500) I CAS RFADC15*901)R,CF FLNS=ALOGCl./R)RSOUAR=R*R 

31 RFAD( 1 5,90?) (TITLFC I),I = 1, 14)RFADC15,903)NDAT IFINDAT. FO.O)GO T3 33 .RFADf15,904) (RPM(I),I=l,MbAT)RFAOC I 5,904) C VC I ) , I = 1 ,NDAT)
CC MAKF A THIRD ORDFR PILYN^HIAL RFGRFSSTOH FSR TAKING rC DFRIVATIVFS. Y=LOG TAU X=L1G RPM
C .

m  1 N-l.NDAT F-ÜMCNls. 10472+RPMCN)TAUCN)=VfN)*CF XCN)=ALOGCRFM(N))
1 Y(N)=ALO G( TAUCN) )KI.=3.I=NDATIP=0CALL FITCX,Y,J,KI»B#IP>SUM)
CC DFLFTF DUMMY FND-PIINTS
C J=J-1 .IX] 2 N=1,.J FIMfN)=F0MCN+1)

XfN)=XCN+1)YCN)=YCN+1)RpMfN)=RPMCN+1)
V(N) = VCN<- I )2 TAU(N)=TAH(N+I)
•J=J- 1
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C PLIT FXFFRIMFNTAL P1TNTS AND RFGRFSST1N CWRVF - -
C IFfJFL.NF.n m  T1 401RFADf 1 4, 700)fXLAPFLf T ) . 1= 1. 1 A)RFADf 1 4, 700) f YLARH.f T ) , T= 1 , 1 A)

IFf IFLlTf Oî.NP-. P)CALL FXIT CALL SFTlINf11.,11.)CALL FLlTf?. 0,3. 0, -3) . . . .CALL GPAFtCf RFM, TAU, .1. 0. 01. 100. . 10., 1000., 1 4,XLAPFL, YLAPFL» ’ ! TITLF, A., 7. ,-4, 2)
rw 101 N=1,20 'IFfN.FG.n FXfN)s.25IFfN. r-T. l)FXfN)sFXfN-l)*1.4P=Bf4)D9 102 K=1,XI '102 P=P*ALO G(FXCN)) + BfKl + l-K)101 FYfN)=FXPf P)
CALL ADPRAFfFX,FY,20, 1.,1., 13,2)CALL PLSTfX,Y,999)

C401 DO 4 N=1, J
P=Bf 4)
D9 3 K=1,KI 3 P=P+XfN)+BfKI+l-K)YPfN) = FXFf P)A FfN)=TAU(N)-YPfN)WRtTFf lf,905) f TITLFf î),I = l, 14)WRITEf 1A,9 1 DBf l),Rf2),Bf 3),Bf 4)
WRlTFf 16,906)CC C«ÏMPUTF SHFAR RATFS

C . .DS 5 N=1,.JDl=Bf 2) + 2.*Bf 3)*XCN) + 3.*Bf 4)*XfN)itXfN) + 4.*Bf 5)*XfN)**3. '
D2=2.*Bf3)*6.*Bf 4)*Xf N)+12.*Bf 5)*XfN)**2.
FMsl./D1FNP=-l.*D2/fDl**3.)FNSsFN*FNT=FN*FLNSi(2.FTlaFXPf T)FT2=T*(FTl*fT-2.5+T+2.)
FT3=2.+f FTl-1.)t*2.
FTSFT2/FT3 S=l. 0-RSQiJAR**FN FT=FT*FNP/FNS D=2.*FN»F^M(\|)/S DFLTAfN)=Dtfl.+FT)5 WRTTFf 1 6,90 7)RPMf N) , Vf N),FN, FNF, FT, DFLTAf N) , TAllf N) ,YPf M) ,Ff N)'CC CASSON FITIFfICAS.NF.1)m  T̂  402
CALL CASSTNf DFLTA,TAn,.i,TITLF,CASl,0AS2,Sirr,YIFL,IPL) '*WRITFfI6,6CI)CAS1,CAS2
VISC=CAS?*CAS2WRITFf 1 6, 602) YIFL, Vise
WRITFf 1 6, 603) SI PC
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c BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT T3 LINFAR PORTION SF RHMGRAM '
C402 IFflPIN.NF. T1 403CALL 8INCCDFLTA,TAU,J,ETA,AYIFLD,YIFLD,SIG,TTTLF,IPL) •RATI1 = FTA/YI.FLD WRITFf 1 6,999)V.'RITFf l 6,909) AYT FLD,YIFLD, FTA WRITFfI6,910)RATI3,SIG403 01 TO 3133 STOP
CC500 FORMATf I) .
505 FORMATf/* LO G-LO G PLOT ?? '?)
501 Y FORMATf/' RHFOf-RAMS ?? *« )502 FORMATf/’ BINGHAM FIT?? *S)503 FORMATf/' CASSON FIT?? *5)601 FORMATf// / ' CASSON FIT SQRTf TAU) = 'F5.2, '+SQRTf DFLTA)* *F4.2) '
700 FORMATf 16A 5)603 FORMATf/' STANDARD FRROR OF FSTIMATF='F4.1). '602 FORMATf/' YI FLD= *F5. 0, ' VISCOSITY AT INFINI TF SHFAR*'F5. 1>-
901 FORMATf 2F)902 FORMATf 14A5)903 FORMATf12) / /904 FORMATf10F)905 FORMATf//////14A5/)906 FORMATf» RPM », 5X, 'V', 5X, 'N *, 5X, 'NP »> SX, 'COR »i SX, 'DFLTA»,'5Xi >.)“«■'' .

1 *TAU», SX, 'TAUP', 5X, 'FRROR'//)907 FORMATf F5. 1, 3X, F4. 1, 3X, F4. 1, 3X, F4. 0, 3X, F4. p,3Xi F6i2, 3X, F6.0'"**»-1 ,3X, F6. 0,3X, F5. t/) .
909 FORMATf/' APPARENT YI FLD=', F6. 0, 3X, 'YI FLD STRFSS*'i F6. Oi 3X> ~

1 'PLASTIC VISCOSITY* », FS. 1 ) _
910 FORMATf/' RATIO* ', F5. 3. 3X, 'STANDARD FRROR ,0F FSTIMATF * », F5. 1 ) ' ‘ » -
911 FORMATf///' THF RFGRFSSION FGUATION IS Y= 'F5.3̂  » + 'F4.3, •'

1 '*X + »F5. 4, 'tX**2 4- 'F5. 4, '*X-4t+3 *///)
999 FORMATf//// ' BINGHAM PLASTIC FIT TO LINFAR PORTION OF RHFO GRAM-•)»’»END
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TY CASSON.FI0 [3:29:053
SUBROUTINF CASSONC DFl.TA, TAU, J, Tî TI_F, CAS 1, CAS2, SI GC,YIFL, IPL)  ̂' DIMENSION XC 10), YC 10),Bf 3),PC( SO),TCf 50)
DIMENSION XLABLC 1 6), YLABLf 1 6), TITLFf 1 6),DFLTAC 10),TAU( 10) .IFf IPL.NF. 1) GO TO 400RFADf 1 1, 701) fXLABLf I), 1 = 1, 1 4)
RFADf11,701) fYLAPLfI),1=1,14)701 FORMATf 14A5)IFfIPLOTf0).NR.0)CALL FXIT
CALL FLOTf 2., 3. ,-3) . . . .CALL GPAFI Cf TAU, DELTA, J, 0. 0, TAUf J) , 0. 0, DFI.TAf J) , 1 4, XLARL> YLABL '• 1 , TITLF, 6., 7. ,-1,2)400 DO 1 N=1,J XfN)=S0RTfDFLTAfN)) >

1 YfN)=SORTfTAUfN))IP=0
Kt = 1CALL FITfX,Y,.J,KI,B,IP,SUM)
YIFL=Bfl)*Bf1)SUM=O.Q . DO 2 N=1,JCAS=fXfN)*8f2)+Bf1))**2 FRROR=TAUfN)-CAS SUM=SUM+FRROR*ERROR2 CONTINUEDMAX=DFLTAfJ) ?F=JDF=F-2.SIGC=SORTf SUM/DF)CASl-Bfl)CAS2=Bf2)
IFf IP1,̂ .NF. i) GO TO 401 DCfl)=0.0 TCfl)=YIFL I COUNT*1 .00 100 N=2,50IFf DCfN-D.LT. 3. 0) DCf N ) = DCf N-1 )+ 0. 2 IFf DCfN-1) . GF. 3. 0) DCf N ) = DCf N-1)+2. 0 IFfDCfN).GT. DMAX)GO TO 77 
IC0UNT=IC0UNT+1TCfN)=fBf1)+Bf?)*SORTf DCfN)))**2 100 CONTINUE77 CALL ADGRAFf TC,DC,ICOUNT, 1.0, 1.0, 13,2)CALL PLOTfX,Y,999)

401 RETURN
601 FORMATf/// ' CASSON FIT. SGRTf TAU) = *F5. 2, *+SQRTf DH.TA) * *F4. 2)
602 FORMATf/' CASSON YIFLD= 'F5.0, 'STANDARD FRROR OF ESTIMATE*'F4.1)

FND
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SUBROUTINE BIN G( D^LTA, TAU, J, FTA, AYI FLD, YI FLD, SI G,TI TLF, I PL) * «- ' DIMENSION X(10),Y(10),8(3),DFLTAf10),TAUf10),BXf2),BYf2) • DIMENSION XLABf 1 6),YLABf 1 6),TITLFf 16)IFf IPL.NF. 1) 00 TO 400 RFADf 1 4, 701)fXLARf I), 1 = 1, 1 6)RFADf 1 4, 701 ) f YLABf I ) , 1 = 1, 1 6)IFf IPLOTf 0).NF. 0)ST0P CALL SFTVTNfII.,11.)
CALL PL0T(2. 0, 3. 0, r3) . -CALL ORA FI Cf TAU, DELTA, J, 0. 0, TAUf .0,0. 0, DFLTAf J) , 1 4,XLAB, YLAB, iI TI Tl̂ F, 6. ,7. ,-1,2)TOI FORMATf 1 6A5)400 J=J-2 .DO l N=1,J XfN)-0FLTAfN+2)1 YfN)=TAUfN*2)KI = I 
IP=0CALL FITfX,Y,J,KI,B,IP,SUM)IFf IPL.NF. 1) GO TO 401 BYf1)=0.0BY(2>=DFLTAfJ+2) »
BXfl)=Bfl)BXf2)=8f1)+Bf2)*DFLTAfJ+2)CALL ADGRAFfBX,BY,2 , 1 3 , 2 )CALL PL0TfX,Y,999)401 FJ=J-2SIG=f SljM/FJ)**. 5 ■ AYIFLD=Bf1) . .
YIFLD=Bf1)*.76405 FTA=Bf2)J=J+2
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX 1 - Program KRIEGR

Program KRIEGR computes shear rates In a Couette 
viscometer by the Krieger equation [13] and calls subroutines 
BING and CASSON to fit the shear stress-shear rate data to 
the Bingham and Casson equations respectively. Programs 
KRIEGR, BING, and CASSON were developed for this project.
These programs, along with the other subroutines used, are 
available in the Colorado School of Mines computer system.

The Krieger parameters N and N* (see Equation 42 
in text) are obtained in the following manner. Two new 
variables, y = Inr and x = In rpm are defined, where t is 
the shear stress at the bob and rpm is the rotational speed 
of the bob in revolutions per minute. A third order poly
nomial is fitted to these variables to obtain a polynomial 
yg = p(x) where

Pg(x) = b^ + b^x + bgX^ + b|̂ x̂  1-1

The first and second derivatives of p are then computed as

Pg* = b^ + 2b gX + bjjX^ 1-2

Pg" = 2b g + 6b|̂ x. 1-3

The Krieger parameters N and N* are then evaluated by
N = 1/pg’ 1-4

N> = Pg'VCPg')^ 1-5
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Had y been chosen to be In rpm and x to be Inx, then N and 
N* would have been simply Pg* and Pg", respectively; however, 
a poor polynomial fit would have resulted.

Having evaluated N and N ’, shear rates are computed at 
each bob speed. These shear rates, along with input data, 
COR, shear stresses, P g ( x )  and shear stresses predicted by 
P g C x )  are stored in the output file (see Tables 1-21 in the 
text)* If desired, a logarithmic plot of the data points 
and P g ( x )  can be obtained (see figures marked "A", 9A-29A 
in text). The shear rate-shear stress data is used by sub
routines BING and CASSON to make a least squares fit to the 
Bingham and Casson equations. The output consists of the 
Bingham and Casson parameters and the standard error of 
estimate. Rheograms can be obtained on the plotter if 
desired (see figures marked B and C, 9B,C-29B,C in text). 
Additional models can be tested by creating appropriate 
subroutines and inserting a call to the subroutine into 
program KRIEGR at any point after the shear rates have been 
computed.

Program KRIEGR calls the following subroutines: PIT,
IPLOT, PLOT, SETWIN, GRAFIC, ADGRAP, CASSON, and BING. Sub
routine PIT is a CSM computer center system routine that 
performs polynomial regression of up to order 6. Subroutines 
IPLOT, PLOT, SETWIN, GRAPIC, and ADGRAP are CSM computer 
center plotting routines. Information regarding these sub-
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routines can be obtained from the CSM computer center.
Subroutine CASSON accepts values of shear rates and

shear stresses from program KRIEGR and defines new variables
1/2 1 /2y = T and x = Zs . A call to PIT is made to obtain the

linear regression equation y = p^(x) and calls to GRAPIC and
ADGRAP are made to produce a plot of the experimental points
and the predicting curve.

Subroutine BING accepts values of shear rates and shear
stresses from KRIEGR, omits the first two points and calls
PIT to obtain a linear regression of t as a function of A  .

How to Use KRIEGR
Couette viscometer data RPM^ (i = 1 to n) and (i =

1 to n), can be analyzed using program KRIEGR. RPM is 
revolutions per minute of the bob and Q is some quantity 
proportional to the corresponding torque, M, on the bob.

1. The bob diameter and cup diameter are accurately
measured and the ratio R is obtained by

R = bob diameter/cup diameter.
2. Since Q is proportional to M

M = CQ.
Also, M =

where Rg is the bob radius, is the effective length of
the bob taking into account end effects; and t is the shear 
stress at the bob surface. Thus
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2irRB^ = SQ

^ — P  = (CP)(Q)
2*^6 ^eff

whence the value of CP Is obtained

CF =
^eff

Por a given viscometer, the above two steps need only be 
done once, although the value of Ç must be checked from time 
to time by calibrating the instrument.

3* Q is plotted against RPM on log log paper. If this 
curve is a straight line, then the fluid is either Newtonian 
(slope = 1) or an ideal power law fluid (slope / I )  and a 
simple hand computation yields the shear rates. More often, 
the slope is not constant but increases with RPM, as is 
typical of Bingham plastic fluids, Casson fluids, Sisko 
fluids, yield pseudoplastics and other fluids. If such is 
the case, Krieger^s equation must be used to compute shear 
rates and program KRIEGR is applicable. The curve is extrap
olated Just outside the experimental range on either end to 
obtain the two dummy end points so that the number of data 
points, NDAT = Number of Data Points + 2. This ensures that 
the fitting polynomial will be well behaved at the end points.

4. A data file, FORi5.DAT, is created on disk 15 and 
the data is entered in the following order.
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line 1 R, CP (P format)
line 2 NDAT (12 format)
line 3 TITLE (problem ID in A format)
line 4 RPM^^RPM^^RPMg, RPM^ (P format)
line 5 (P format)

line 6 0 (zero)
line 7 0 (zero)

5. To run the program, the following command sequences
are made on the teletype, <CR> means carriage return,

i) monitor command: ’’RUN KRIEGR <CR>”
ii) system response: ’’time of day <CR>”

iii) KRIEGR response: ’’LOG LOG PLOT??”
iv) operator response: ”1 <CR>”if a log-log plot of

the data and the fitting polynomial is desired 
and ”<CR>” if plot is not desired, 

v) KRIEGR response: ’’RHEOGRAMS??”
vi) operator response: ”1 <CR>” if rheograms are

desired and ”<CR>” if not. 
vii) KRIEGR response: ’’BINGHAM PIT??”

viii) operator response: ”1 <CR>” if the Bingham
plastic model is to be tested, ”<CR>” if not. 

ix) KRIEGR response: ’’CASSON PIT??”
x) operator response: ”1 <CR>” if the Casson model

is to be tested, ”<CR>” if not. 
xi) system response: ’’STOP <CR> END OP EXECUTION

(return to monitor).
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All plots requested are in PLT files. These can be put on 
queue by making the monitor command 

"PLOT*” 
or by logging off.

Output of shear rate computation and parameters of 
tested models are in a data file on disk I6 - POR I6 .DAT. 
These can be obtained in the line printer by making the 
monitor command

"PRINT POR 16.DAT”.

Program KRIEGR Terminology

AYIELD = apparent yield stress of the Bingham plastic fit
2in dynes/cm

B(l) = coefficients of p(x)
CAS1,CAS2= parameters in the Casson equation
CAS = shear stress predicted by the Casson equation in

2dynes/cm
CP = a conversion factor that converts viscometer out-

2put to shear stress on the bob in dynes/cm 
D1 = Pg'(x)
D2 = Pg"(x)
DELTA = shear rate in sec”^
DP = degrees of freedom
DMAX = maximum shear rate in sec ^
E = error in predicting shear stresses with Pg(x) in

2dynes/cm
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ETA
POM
PN
PNP
PT
IBIN
ICAS
IPL
IP
J
JPL

Kl
NDAT

R
RPM

SIG
T
TAU
TITLE

V

= plastic viscosity in poise
= angular velocity of the bob in radians/sec
= N in Krieger equation (see Equation 42 in text)
= N ’ in Krieger equation (see Equation 42 in text)
= h(t) in Krieger equation (see Equation 42 in text)
= a flag: IBIN = 1 results in a call to BING
= a flag: ICAS = 1 results in a call to CASSON
= a flag: IPL = 1 causes rheograms to be plotted
= a flag to control intermediate printouts 
= number of data points
= a flag: JPL = 1 causes the data points and p^(x) 

to be plotted in logarithmic coordinates 
= degree of the fitting polynomial 
= number of bob speeds at which data was taken 

plus 2. The two dummy end points are obtained 
by graphically extrapolating the data 

= ratio of bob radius over cup radius 
= rotational speed of the bob in revolutions per 

minute
2= standard error of estimate in dynes/cm

= 2*N*lns (see Equation 42 in text)
2= shear stress in dynes/cm

= an alphanumeric array of 72 spaces to identify 
the data set to be read 

= strip chart recorder reading
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VIS = viscosity at infinite shear in poise
X = In RPM
Y = In TAU

2YIEL = Casson yield stress in dynes/cm
Z = AYIEL/ETA
ZC = YIEL/VIS
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APPENDIX 2 - EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION

A. Relationship between spring strain and strip chart
recorder reading.

Spring Strain Strip Chart Recorder
in Degrees Reading

e V
12 3.0
48 12.0
96 24.0

132 32.5
192 48.0
252 63.0
270 66.5

Regression analysis
V = a + b * e
a = 0 ± 0.54 2-1
b = 0.246 t 0.006
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B. Calibration of Bob Speed

Bob Speed Seconds per 10 Revolutions
(rpm) Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Mean Deviation
1/2 1199.4 1199 1200.8 1199.7 -.02
1 600.4 599.8 600.0 600.1 + .01

2 1/2 241.8 240.0 241.0 241.0 + .38
5 121.3 120.1 119.5 120.3 + .25

Seconds per 100 Revolutions
10 600.0 599.5 600.4 600.0 0
20 300.2 299.9 300.0 300.0 0
50 120.0 120.2 119.5 119.9 0

100 60.2 60.0 60.4 60.2 +0.33

Precision of time measurements by analyses of variance 
= i 1.3 seconds.
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c. Temperature Calibration (Haake Temperature Controller 
Model E5I).

Room Temperature = 22°C

Time Elapsed After 
Controller is

Turned on 
(minutes)

Bath Temperature Ink 
(°C)

Temperature
(°C)

0 22.0 22.0
4 29.0 24.25
8 32.25 31.25

12 38.75 38.5
16 40.0 39.75
20 40.0 40.0
30 40.0 40.0
40 40.0 40.0

Thermometer immersion 
ink and about 2 inches

approximately to immersion 
deeper in the bath.

, mark in the
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D. Calibration of Honeywell Strip Chart Recorder Model
7100-B using Leeds and Northrup Millivolt Supply Model 
8696-2.

Millivolt
Supply

mv
Strip Chart Recorder 

Reading 
V

0 0
4.9 10.0
9.9 20.0

14.85 30.0
19.7 40.0
24.7 50.0
29.6 60.0
34.6 70.0

Linear regression analysis 
V = a + b * mv 
a = 0.0 ± .2 
b = 1.98 ± .01

2-2
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E. Effective Bob Length to Compensate for End Effects.

Sample #1 at room temperature (17°C) in wide jar 
("infinite sea" approximation)

V  V
Bob Speed Top of Bob Top of Bob % End Effect

rpm Submerged Exposed (top + bottom - 2*top)
1/2 15.5 14.3 15.5
1 20.2 18.7 15

2 1/2 27.0 25.5 18
5 36.0 33.0 16.7

10 50.0 46.0 17.5

Average percent end effect = 16,7%
Effective bob length, L^^^ = 2.03 cm
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P. Relationship of Shear Stress, x, to Strip Chart 
Recorder Reading, v.

Spring constant = 26.62 i 1% dyne-cm/degree [15]

Torque on spring = 26.62*e 2-3

Force balance on bob

Torque on spring = shear stress * area * bob radius.

26.62 » e = t » 2  Re^eff^^B 2-4

Substitution for e (Equation 2-1), and Rg gives

X = 37.09 * V 2-5
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G. Accuracy of Stress Measurement Using Brookfield
Viscosity Standard (49.5 poise at 25.00°C)

Temperature = 25. 00 i .025°C

Bob Speed A  , T 2 P=t/A
(rpm) sec V dynes/cm poise
10 4.8 6.4 237 49.38
20 9.6 12.6 467 48.65
50 24.0 32.5 1205 50.21

100 48.0 63.5 2355 49.06

Mean y and 95% confidence limits

^Ave “ 49.32 i 1.05 poise
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APPENDIX 3 - PLASTIC FLOW IN THE LARAY VISCOMETER

A. Introduction
It has been shown that flow curves of web offset black 

printing Inks can be represented by the Bingham plastic 
approximation over fairly wide ranges of shear rates. Since 
the Laray viscometer Is widely used in the printing Ink 
Industry, an analysis of plastic flow In the Laray viscom
eter is presented here.

In the Laray viscometer, as In the cup and bob viscom
eter, the fluid Is sheared In the annulus between two con
centric cylinders but In this case, the cylinders are In 
relative motion in the axial direction. Stresses and veloc
ity gradients occur only in the rz direction.

A diagrammatic representation and dimensions of the 
Laray viscometer are presented in Figure 4-1. It consists 
of a solid cylindrical stainless steel rod, 30 cm long, 
1.2000 cm in diameter and 130.1 grams in weight which moves 
through a cylindrical slot 1.2083 cm in diameter and 2.145 
cm in length. The slot is precision bored in stainless 
steel [5].

B. Procedure
In making a measurement, about 2 gms of ink are placed 

around the base of the rod and the rod is inserted through 
the slot resting it on the swinging platform. The rod is
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30 cm

annulus 
0  00415 cm

weight 
w grams

rod
0-6000 cm radius

si et
0-60415 cm 
hside radius

Iswinging platform

10 cm

<3 electric eye 
starts clock

10 c mielectric eye 
stops clock

Figure 4-1. Diagram of the Laray Viscometer.
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then rotated to distribute the Ink evenly in the annulus.
The desired weight, w grams, is placed on top of the rod.
The swinging platform, which swings horizontally, is pushed 
away and the rod is allowed to fall freely in gravity 
restrained only by the fluid friction of the ink in the 
annulus. The total length of fall of the rod is about 20 
cm. During the first 10 cm, the rod is allowed to reach its 
terminal velocity v^. The last 10 cm of the fall is timed 
with an electric eye mechanism. Thus the terminal velocity, 
v^, can be computed by v^ = 10/t cm/sec where t is the time 
required to fall 10 cm. Data usually reported are t and w
[5].

C . Development of the Working Equations
When the rod reaches the terminal velocity, the net 

force acting on it is zero. A force balance yields an expres
sion for the shear stress at the rod surface.

(^rz^Rod*^*^^^ Diameter*Slot Length

= (w + Weight of Rod)*Gravitational Constant
Inserting H = 3.1^2, rod diameter = 1.2000 cm, slot length
= 2.145 cm, weight of rod = 130.1 grams, and gravitational

2constant = 9 8 0  gram cm/sec , the equation becomes
(Xrz)Rod ^ (121)(w + 130.1) dynes/cm^. 4-1

The z-component of the equation of motion in cylindrical 
components is [12]
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9v 9v 3v,

- (p &  (-rz) + F + pgz "-2

where r, 0, z are the components of the cylindrical reference 
frame, v^, Vg, are the components of the velocity in the 
r, 0, and z directions, t is the shear stress in the direction 
specified by the subscripts, p is the fluid density, P is 
the pressure, and t is time.

To apply this equation to flow in the Laray viscometer, 
the following assumptions are made:

1) Plow of the fluid due to its own weight is 
negligible

2) Pressure drop is negligible
3) Steady state conditions prevail
4) Velocity is only in the z-direction
5) The system is symmetrical with respect to 0. 

Incorporation of these assumptions into Equation 4-2 yields

r h  (-rz) = '*-3
For a Bingham fluid, can be replaced by

^rz =
2where is the yield stress in dynes/cm and is the 

plastic viscosity in poises. Making this substitution. 
Equation 4-3 can be written as
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, . dv
?  ( dF (— 0 + ^*^0 d?“ )) ° °- '*"5

Rearrangement of Equation 4-5 gives 
dv^

‘̂ (dï^) = - FP; dr- '•-6

Integrating both sides with respect to r, one obtains 
dv T

- dF^ = F; in r + Cl 4-7

where is a constant of integration.
The ratio T^/y^ is called the Zettlemoyer number, z.

It has dimensions of inverse seconds, dv^/dr is the rate of 
shear, A p g *  Equation 4-7 can be written as

- = z In r + C^. 4-8

Integration of Equation 4-7 yields
- Vg = z(r In r - r) + 4-9

Plug flow results when a portion of the fluid under stress 
does not undergo continuous deformation. In order to eval
uate the two constants of integration, the assumption is 
made that there is no plug flow. This requires that the 
shear stress at the slot wall is greater than the yield 
stress, T^. The result is that laminar flow exists through
out the annulus.

The following argument is presented to justify the 
assumption of laminar flow. Equation 4-3 can be rearranged 
to give
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^  = - . 4-10
rz

Intégration of Equation 4-10 yields

■'rz “ 'rz * 4-11
where is the shear stress at any radius r, R is the radius
of the rod, and is the shear stress on the rod surface.
Thus the shear stress at the slot wall, t , is' sz ̂

■'sz = 'Rz * 4-12

where s is the radius of the slot. For the Laray viscometer 
considered here, R/s is 0.993. The stress at the slot wall
is very nearly the same as that at the rod surface. Unless
we are at the very threshold of flow of a Bingham plastic, 
less than 1% above the yield stress at the rod surface, 
there will be no plug flow. Since virtually all measure
ments are made well above the yield stress, the laminar 
flow assumption is a reasonable one.

For laminar flow and no slip at the wall, the boundary 
conditions are 

at r = R

^rz ^ ^t 
and at r = s

^rz = °*
Incorporation of these boundary conditions and R = O.6OOO cm 
and s = 0.6o415 cm into Equation 4-9 gives an expression for
On
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= 0.507465 z - 24l v^. 4-13

Substitution of this expression for into Equation 4-8 
yields an expression for shear rate at the rod surface,

= 241 - 0.0033 z. 4-14

For = 1 and z = 1000, dropping the second term in Equation 
4-l4, incurs an error whereby the shear rate is overestimated 
by about \%, For v^ > 1 and z < 1000, as is the case with 
the web offset black printing inks studied, the error will be 
much less than 1%. Dropping this second term and replacing 
v^ by 10 cm per t seconds, the final form of the equation 
for shear rate in the Laray viscometer is obtained

^ R z = ^ -  4-15
A generalized treatment of velocity distributions in axial 
annular flow of Bingham plastic fluids is presented by 
Eichstadt [26]. Care must be taken in interpreting Eichstadts* 
equations as they apply to a rod falling through a slot into 
an enclosed fluid reservoir. As the rod falls, it displaces 
fluid which flows up through the annulus. The resulting 
complicated equations have been immensely simplified in our 
case due to the small annulus and the absence of flow of the 
fluid counter to the fall of the rod.

D. End Effects
From a theoretical standpoint no end effect is expected.
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However, the actual uniform slot on which stress was calcu
lated is preceded by a flare necessary to trap the ink. It 
is necessary to modify Equation 4-1 to include any end 
effect that this flare might contribute.

A simple method of obtaining the magnitude of the end 
effect is to run an experiment on a Newtonian fluid of known 
viscosity. This data can be used to compute an effective 
length, to replace the slot length in the shear stress
computation. In such an experiment, a 20 poise Flint 
viscosity standard gave t = 3.43 seconds at w = 0. From 
equation 4-15, ” 702 sec”^ [27]. By definition, for a
Newtonian fluid, where p is the viscosity. Thus

= l4050 dynes/cm^. The effective length can now be com
puted from the equation

2nR&2ffT%2 = (w + 130.1)900. 4-16

This gives an = 2.4o68 cm. Using this "effective slot
length", the final form of stress of equation for the Laray 
viscometer is now presented

Tr^ = 108 (w + 130.1), 4-17

E. Viscous Heat Generation
This treatment estimates the temperature rise of the 

fluid, contained in the annulus of the Laray viscometer, due 
to viscous heat generation. As the inner cylinder, the rod, 
moves axially relative to the slot, each shell of fluid in
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the annulus rubs against an adjacent shell of fluid. This 
rubbing together of adjacent layers of fluid produces heat. 
Mechanical energy is steadily degraded into thermal energy.

For the Laray, the ratio of the annular space to the 
slot radius is O.OO68. Since this is very small, the problem 
may be solved approximately by ignoring curvature effects 
and using Cartesian coordinates. The annular space is con
sidered to be a gap between two infinite parallel plates 
represented by the two coaxial cylinders. The distance from 
the rod surface is designated by x; x is zero at the rod 
surface and equal to .00415 cm, the annular space, at the 
slot surface.

For this modified system, a thermal energy balance 
gives for the steady state

,2rp dv„
" 'xz d3T = ° 4-18

where k is the thermal conductivity of the fluid and T is
>nd 
dv

2 2the temperature, k d T/dx represents the heat conducted
away from a film of fluid of thickness dx and rep
resents the heat generated in the film, due to viscous 
dissipation. Substitution of values for from Equation 
4-4 and dv^/dx from Equation 4-15 yields

- 0  = ^  2410 ^ ] .  4-19

Since the right hand side of Equation 4-19 is not x dependent.
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It can be replaced by a constant, c^. If this is done and 
Equation 4-19 is integrated twice with respect to x, the 
result is

c x^
- T = —  + c^x + Cg 4-20

where c^ and Cg are constants of integration. To evaluate 
these, the further approximation is made that the parallel 
plates are infinite heat sinks with infinite conductivity. 
This will result in the plates being isothermal at some 
temperature T^.

The following argument is presented to justify the iso
thermal plate approximation. (a) If the ink is taken to be 
a homogeneous fluid with thermal conductivity approximately 
equal to that of a typical heavy hydrocarbon oil, k = 20,000 
gm cm sec”  ̂ The thermal conductivity of steel is about
200 times this value. It is therefore a reasonable assump
tion that whatever heat is conducted by the ink to the steel 
surface will be immediately conducted away. (b) The rod plus 
the maximum weight of 200 grams falling a distance of 10 cm 
with negligible kinetic energy losses, loses a potential 
energy of about one calorie. If this heat is used to raise 
the temperature of 200 grams of steel with specific heat 
0.107 calories per gram per , the temperature rise of the 
steel will be 0.035°C. Thus the temperature rise in the 
steel cylinders can be neglected.

The isothermal plate approximation gives the boundary
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conditions, at x = 0 and x = 0.00415 cm, the temperature is 
held constant at T^. Using these boundary conditions to 
evaluate c^ and c^ in Equation 4-20 gives the temperature 
distribution equation

T - (.00415 - x). 4-21

Some properties of Equation 4-21 are noteworthy. At both 
surfaces, x = 0 and x = .00415, the temperature rise vanishes 
due to the isothermal plate approximation. The maximum tem
perature rise occurs at the center of the gap, x = .00207. 
This can be verified by setting the first derivative of 
Equation 4-21 to zero.

Inserting x = .00207, T^ = 1000 dynes/cm^, = 50
o _T _1poise, t = 1 sec, and k = 20,000 gm cm^ sec °K into 

Equation 4-21, one obtains
T - T = 0.037°C. 4-22

The above values of the various parameters represent 
the most severe set of conditions encountered in testing 
web-offset black inks. Thus the temperature rise in the 
gap is negligible in the most severe case.

P. Turbulence
Consider a Newtonian fluid flowing axially between two 

stationary concentric cylinders 1.2 cm and 1.2083 cm in 
diameter, as in the Laray. In this flow, turbulence will 
occur when [28]
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(S-R)v p
 = 1000 4-23

where p Is the density and y is the viscosity of the fluid.
The maximum v^ that is encountered in the Laray viscometer 
is 10 cm/sec. Taking p to be 1 gram/cc

’‘critical = 5 x lO'^ poise. 4-24

That is to say, fluids having a viscosity greater than 
5 X 10 poise will be in laminar flow at the maximum veloc
ities encountered.

The above flow does not accurately describe Laray flow 
where the fluid and slot are stationary and the linear cylinder 
moves relative to both. But the two flows are similar and if 
this treatment warranted concern for turbulence, more rigorous 
treatments would have to be applied. As it is, the effective 
viscosities of the inks are well above U^ritical thus ink 
flow in the Laray is laminar.

G. Conclusions
Advantages : The Laray viscometer is inexpensive. It

is also a very simple device that can easily be fabricated. 
Due to the small annulus, the flow is easily analyzed and 
accurate and reliable estimation of shear rate is obtained. 
Temperature rise in the Laray viscometer is negligible.

Disadvantages : There is no provision for temperature
control. In practice, the instrument is placed inside an
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enclosed wooden box. The air in the box is controlled to 
the required temperature. When an experiment is to be run, 
the box is opened up to the room air. Ink at room tempera
ture is used and readings are taken while the system is 
transient between controlled box temperature and room tem
perature. The fluid is sheared for a limited time only as 
in the capillary tube viscometer. This makes measurements 
of time dependent fluids very difficult. Most inks are 
time dependent.

The given rod weight, I30.I grams, limits the shear 
stress range to a minimum of 14,000 dynes/cm . The maximum 
stress available is limited by the maximum rod velocity that 
can be accurately measured.

Modifications Necessary: In spite of the above diffi
culties , the Laray viscometer is an excellent instrument for 
obtaining rapid and accurate data. It can be vastly improved 
by surrounding the slot with a Jacket through which water or 
oil at controlled temperature can be circulated. The rod 
weight can be substantially lowered by using a lighter alloy. 
Magnesium has a specific gravity of 1.74, and should be con
sidered. The weight can be further reduced by making the 
rod partially hollow. In selecting a material of construc
tion for the rod, care must be taken that thermal conductivity 
is not sacrificed. The lower rod weight will make it possible 
to obtain data at smaller shear stresses, near the yield 
stress, for shortness measurements.


